READING RESOURCES ON LITURGY IN O.R.E.
Preparing to Celebrate in Schools
Margaret Bick
Everyone knows the obstacles to good celebration in schools: poor environment for liturgy, too many
kids, “crowd control” and confused expectations on the part of many. This book will provide principles to
help you through the maze, along with lots of examples of how to apply them in schools large or small.
26.BICK
Preparing Sunday Without the Eucharist
Andrew Britz & Ursuline Zita Maier
As more and more communities face this reality, they are challenged to prepare different forms of
celebration. How should this type of celebration “feel”? Does it merit the same attention we give to
Sunday Eucharist? What kind of formation do those who are celebrating it or leading it need? Using basic
principles of good liturgy, this book helps communities facing this reality to continue to prepare
nourishing celebrations. 26.BRIT
Unlocking the Feasts and Seasons of the Liturgical Year
Glenn Byer
How can we live out the elements of the Mass in our everyday lives? This engaging book delves into
dozens of aspects of prayer and times we can pray. The author offers encouragement and wisdom on
ordinary ways to take the Mass with us and make it a key part of our lives. 26.BYER
God's Word is Alive!
Alice Camille
This book offers solid material for breaking open very reading of all three liturgical cycles, for Sundays
and holy days alike. The author’s highly descriptive style and scholarly background make reading this
volume a pleasure as well as an enlightening experience. 26.CAMI
Youth at Worship
CCCB
Concacan, 1999
This document developed in response to a need expressed all across Canada - to offer some clear
guidance for preparing liturgies with youth. The goal is to assist in the preparation of good celebrations in
the Roman Catholic tradition that invite and encourage full, conscious and active participation of young
people. 26.CCCB
Celebrating the Liturgy of the Word with Children – Guidelines for Practice
CCCB

Concacan, 2006

The Mystery and Meaning of the Mass
Joseph Champlin
Why does the priest kiss the altar or pour water into the cup? What are the reasons behind touching our
faces at the Gospel or striking our breasts before Communion? What is the meaning of the Mass and all
its aspects? Fr. Champlin answers these and other questions in this fascinating primer. He explains the
particulars of the Mass and the symbols surrounding it as well as its history and theology through an
interesting narrative spiced with stories, analogies and photos. 26.CHAM
Little Catechism on the Eucharist
By Fr. Roberto Coggi, O.P.
New Hope Publications, 2005
This book will lead both children and adults to a deeper faith in the real presence of Jesus Christ in the
Eucharist. 26.COGGI
The New Mass: Guide to the New Mass
P. Coughlan 26.COUG
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From Mass to Mission for Children
Joyce Donahue
These booklets provide parish catechists and Catholic school teachers with the tools for teaching children
about the Mass. A companion DVD provides a variety of downloadable materials that will enhance your
lessons and assist with advertising and connection with parents and guardians. 26.DONA
The How-To Book of the Mass
Michael Dubruiel
This book provides the who, what, where, when, why and how of the most time-honoured traditions of
the Catholic Church all in an easy-to-read, easy-to-understand format. 26.DUBR
Who Knows the Shape of God? Homilies and Reflections for Year B
Corbin Eddy
In this new collection of homilies, join Fr. Eddy as he lead us through the Sundays and feast days of Year
B, which focuses on the Gospel of Mark. His comments are always fresh and focused, contemporary and
timeless. This book is invaluable for homilists, RCIA catechists and general readers wanting to explore
more deeply the meaning of the Sunday scriptures for our daily lives. 26.EDDY
Who Knows the Reach of God? Homilies and Reflections for Year A
Corbin Eddy
In this new collection of homilies, join Fr. Eddy as he lead us through the Sundays and feast days of Year
A, the first years in the three-year liturgical cycle, which focuses on the Gospel of Matthew. From the
First Sunday of Advent to the feast of Christ the King, Fr. Eddy explores the biblical texts and links them
to everyday experiences and situations with sensitivity, gentles, grace and a deep understanding of the
scriptures. 26.EDDY
School Liturgies Made Easy
Lisa Freemantle & Carmela Caporiccio
This book provides valuable background information for novices and seasoned school liturgy planning
teams. Includes comprehensive guides and the checklists include the use of the latest technology
available to schools. 26.FREE
Shaping a Priestly People
Edited by Bernadette Gasslein
The story of liturgical renewal in Canada - a story that will interest all who have wondered what happened
to the worship of the Catholic Church since Vatican II and why. 26.GASS
Preparing the Eucharistic Table
Barry Glendinning
Little attention has been given to preparing the liturgy of the Eucharist, the centre of our celebration often because people assume that it is the priest’s prayer. But pay attention to the words of the various
collects, the variety of Eucharistic prayers, the acclamations, the gestures and music of the communion
rite, and this aspect of your celebrations will come alive. This book takes you through these resources,
pointing out how, in your community, you can prepare a festive, nourishing table of the Eucharist.
26.GLEN
Preparing to Preside
Barry Glendinning
Presiding demands much more than being in the right place with the right words at the right time. The
ministry of the preacher - lay or ordained - is crucial in liturgy. The art of gathering up the people’s prayer
and giving voice to it can be learned, and must be prepared. 26.GLEN
The Lamb’s Supper: The Mass as Heaven on Earth
Scott Hahn
This book will help readers see the Mass with new eyes, pray the liturgy with a renewed heart and enter
into the Mass for fully, enthusiastically, intelligently and powerfully than ever before. 26.HAHN
The Healing Power of the Eucharist
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J. Hampsch 26.HAMP
There’s No Place Like People: Planning Small Group Liturgies
Hovda, R.
26.HOVD
Saying Amen: A Mystagogy of Sacrament
Kathleen Hughes
Liturgy Training Publications, 1999
This book explores a new way of contemplating the liturgy, a mystagogical way based less on the history
and theology of the rites than on the actual experiences of women and men at prayer. 26.HUGH
Let Everyone Celebrate
Denis Hurley, O.M.I.
Guidelines and principles for liturgical celebrations particularly with the handicapped. 26.HURL
Preparing the General Intercessions
Michael Kwatera
The Liturgical Press, 1996
A guide for preparing intercessions from scratch and samples to assist the writers. 26.KWAT
Worship of the Eucharist Outside Mass
John Thomas Lane, SSS, 2015
Praying in the presence of the Blessed Sacrament outside of Mass has been a part of Catholic tradition for
centuries. This practice leads us to a deeper appreciation of Christ’s presence in our lives and to fuller
participation in the Mass. This resource traces the historical developments of this practice from the early
Church through the post-Conciliar reform. 26.LANE
Joy Joy the Mass
Jeannine Leichner
Our Sunday Visitor
This book offers a simple, activity-oriented presentation of the basic ideas of the Mass, with the hope that
the children who use it will find it enjoyable and come to a better understanding of our family celebration,
the Mass. 26.LEIC
What Every Catholic Needs to Know About the Mass
Kevin McGloin
A comprehensive explanation of liturgical principles. 26.MCGL
The Blessed Eucharist
Fr. Michael Muller, C.S.S.R.
Tan Books and Publishers, Inc., 1994
The object of this book is to make Jesus in the Blessed Eucharist more generally known and better loved.
It is filled with the spirit of faith and holiness. It is a fast-paced book of simply amazing insights into the
nature and value of the Holy Eucharist that will surprise, delight and inspire everyone and will leave its
readers with an immensely heightened appreciation for the divine wisdom and love which bequeathed to
making this totally incredible gift. 26.MULL
THE MASS: Step-by-Step
Novalis
Leader’s Guide and Student Booklet
This booklet leads young Catholics through the Mass one step at a time so they can see what’s new. By
going through every part of the Mass, they learn what each part means and why it’s important. 26.NOVA
Liturgy and the New Evangelization
Timothy P. O’Malley
Liturgical Press, 2014
The author provides a liturgical foundation to the church’s New Evangelization. He examines questions
pastoral ministers must treat in order to foster the renewal of humanity that the New Evangelization seeks
to promote. Readers are invited to a renewed experience of the liturgical life of the church, learning to
practice the art of self-giving love for the renewal of the world. 26.OMALL
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Know Him in the Breaking of the Bread: A Guide to the Mass
Fr. Francis Randolph
Ignatius Press, 1998
This book explains the ceremonies of the Catholic Mass and their meaning for lay people, including the
young. The author goes through the Mass step-by-step, looking at the origin and purpose of the various
elements and relating them to the reader’s experience of prayer and the Christian life. 26.RAND
God Is Near Us
Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger
Ignatius Press, 2003
The author compellingly shows us the biblical, historical, and theological dimensions of the Eucharist.
He draws far-reaching conclusions, focusing on the importance of one’s personal devotion to and
adoration of the Blessed Sacrament, for the personal reception of Communion by the individual Christian,
as well as for the life of the Church. 26.RATZ
The Mass Through Time
S. Redmond 26.REDM
Preparing Music for Celebration
H. Reid
26.REID
The Sacristy Manual
G.Thomas Ryan
The first chapters of this manual form an introduction, setting the later details into this framework of
church and liturgy. Part 2 is a long tour through the different parts of the church complex, showing the
relationship of the items in the sacristy to the actions and places of community. Part 3 descrbies the
sacristy’s holdings and functions; it is a review and background for experiences sacristans and a
suggested program for those building a new sacristy. Part 4 is a series of checklists for major feasts and
rites. 26.RYAN
Scripture in Church: An aid to understanding the readings at Mass. 26.SCRIP
Preparing for Sunday, Year B
J. E. Spicer, CssR
This book will help you to enter into the Scriptures in a deeper way. Through faith-filled reflections and
thought-provoking questions, Fr. Spicer invites you to reflect on God’s Word in light of your own life
experience. An accessible resource for those who want to explore their faith and our great scriptural
heritage more fully, and who wish for both to matter in their daily lives seven days a week. 26.SPICER
Celebrations of the Word for Children - Cycle C
Bernice Stadler
A collection of scripture services for pastors, worship committees, and church educators who witness to
the beauty of celebrating the Word of God with young people. These eighteen celebrations for during the
school year feature seasonal and holiday feasts from Advent through Christ the King for Cycle C of the
liturgical calendar. 26.STAD
The Complete Children's Liturgy Book (Years A, B, C)
Katie Thompson
This book provides a complete but flexible format for celebrating the Liturgy of the Word with children.
It offers a framework for every Sunday of the Year and the major feast days, which can be adapted to
suite the age and needs of a particular group. It provides a step by step guide for those preparing Liturgy
of the Word for children, and can be used as a resource to stimulate new ideas. 26.THOM
At the Supper of the Lamb
A Pastoral and Theological Commentary on the Mass
Paul Turner
This book will help the faithful understand the parts of the Mass so that they may enter them more
intentionally and prepare for them effectively. 26.TURN
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From Mass to Mission for Teens
Trish Sullivan Vanni
This resource is an insightful exploration of the Mass and its importance in our life of faith. It provides
those who minister to teens with the tools for leading effective formation and catechetical sessions about
the Mass. 26.VANNI
24 Intergenerational Liturgies of the Word
These tested liturgies were developed specifically to encourage the participation of adults of all ages,
youth and children in key liturgies throughout the year. They are handy, easy to use, and complete. Each
liturgy includes a materials list, music ideas, homily suggestions, bulletin tips and worship-aid covers.
26.VARI
Celebrating School Liturgies
Joan Vos
This book focuses on the need for careful preparation of teachers and students for liturgy and provides a
step-by-step guide for planning liturgies. 26.VOS
A Pilgrim People: Learning Through the Church Year
By:
John Westerhoff
The author looks at the Gospel texts for the Sunday readings and relates their teachings to the life and
ministry of the People of God and to the life cycle of childhood, adolescence and adulthood when we
dream of peace and justice but grow weary in well-doing. 12.WEST
Introduction to Christian Worship
James F. White, 2000
This book traces the development and the current practices of the major forms of Christian worship. The
author explains the most significant terms associated with the study of worship as he discusses the central
topics in this well-organized and accessible volume. 26.WHITE
Preparing to Celebrate with Children
Gerard Whitty
26.WHIT
Understanding the Mass
Fr. Michael G. Witczak
A prayerful guide to the liturgy. 26.WITC
Liturgical Music Accompaniment Series (Volume 2)
Booklet accompanies a CD featuring 24 song selections and 6 service songs for school liturgies. The set
can be helpful in learning and choosing music for liturgies, rehearsing the songs and providing
instrumental accompaniment during liturgies.
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BOOKS IN THE LITURGY OFFICE
Documents on the Liturgy 1963-1979 Conciliar, Papal, and Curial Texts
AUTHOR:
Thomas C. O’Brien, (Trans., Ed.)
PUBLISHER: The Liturgical Press
These decrees and instructions define the basic principles that have updated Catholic public worship the
last 25 years. This book has much to offer - the vision, the insights, the norms and practical directives that
under Christ and his Spirit provide the driving force for the growth of liturgical life. LENGTH: 1496
pages ISBN: 0-8146-1281-4 BOOK # 10.008
Sunday Mass Book
LENGTH: 1344 pages
AUTHOR:
National Office for Liturgy (Ed.)
PUBLISHER: CCC Publications
A Canadian missal including both Mass texts and other pertinent material for understanding Sunday
Mass. French Mass texts are also included. ISBN: 0-88997-000-9 BOOK # 10.009
Sundays & Solemnities Lectionary
LENGTH: 866 pages
AUTHOR:
National Office for Liturgy (Ed.)
PUBLISHER: CCCB Publications
The readings for the Sundays of Years A, B and C are placed in separate sections for each liturgical
season. Continuous footers help the reader find a specific Sunday or Solemnity in a particular year.
{Ambo, chapel and study editions available.) ISBN: 0-88997-270-2 BOOK # 10.010-A
Lectionnaire Dominical pour la préparation des célébrations
LENGTH: 883 pages
PUBLISHER: Concacan Inc.
All Sunday readings for each of the three cycles are given in French. ISBN: 0-88997-048-3 BOOK #
10.010-B
Weekday Lectionary - Study Edition
LENGTH: 1366 pages
AUTHOR:
National Office for Liturgy (Ed.)
PUBLISHER: CCC Publications
The readings for the Sundays of Years A, B and C are placed in separate sections for each liturgical
season. Continuous footers help the reader find a specific Sunday or Solemnity in a particular year.
(Ambo, chapel and study editions available.) BOOK # 10.011
Passion Narratives for Holy Week
LENGTH: 87 pages
AUTHOR:
National Liturgical Office (Ed.) PUBLISHER: CCCB Publications
Presented in sense lines, the texts are arranged for three or more readers. Sensitive pastoral notes help
parishes as they prepare to proclaim and hear the Passion narratives on Passion Sunday and Good Friday.
The text of the Bible included in this lectionary is taken from the New Jerusalem Bible. (Two copies
available in hardcover and three in softcover # 14.006.) ISBN: 0-88997-152-8 BOOK # 10.012
The Liturgy Documents - A Parish Resource
LENGTH: 320 pages
EDITOR:
Mary Ann Simcoe
PUBLISHER: Lit. Training Public.
Contains background, outline and texts for early 1963-1979 documents: Constitution on the Sacred
Liturgy, General Instruction of the Roman Missal, Lectionary, Liturgical Year and Calendar, Directory
for Masses with Children, Music in Catholic Worship, Liturgical Music Today and Environment and Art
in Catholic Worship. ISBN: 0-930467-03-5 BOOK # 10.015 A
The Liturgy Documents - A Parish Resource
LENGTH: 320 pages
EDITOR:
Mary Ann Simcoe
PUBLISHER: Lit. Training Public.
Revised edition of the above resource. ISBN: 0-930467-03-5 BOOK # 10.015 B
The Liturgy Documents -A Parish Resource – Volume II
LENGTH: 320 pages
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EDITOR:
David A. Lysik PUBLISHER: Lit. Training Public.
Text and overview of: Dies Domini, Paschale Solemnitatis, Inculturation, Plenty Good Room , God’s
Mercy etc. ISBN: 1-56854-245-3 BOOK # 10.015 C
Environment and Art in Catholic Worship
LENGTH: 100 pages
AUTHOR:
National Liturgical Office (Ed.) PUBLISHER: USCCB Publications
Although first printed in 1977, this little book has excellent guidelines and photos to assist any parish that
considers renovating their worship space or building a new one. (A number of alternative copies © 1978
in both English and Spanish and with updated photos are available c.f. # 15.001) ISBN: 1-55586-563-1
BOOK # 10.016
This is the Word of the Lord
LENGTH: 152 pages
AUTHOR:
Rev. William J. Freburger
PUBLISHER: Ave Maria Press
34 Liturgies of the Word for Holy Week, major feasts and selected Sundays arranged in dialogue form for
three readers. BOOK # 10.017
New Introductions to the Sacramentary and Lectionary
LENGTH: 91 pages
AUTHOR:
National Liturgical Office (Ed.)
PUBLISHER: CCCB Publications
1983 Publication of the General Instruction of the Roman Missal of 1975 and the Introduction of the
Lectionary for Mass of 1981 printed in a study format and soft covered. ISBN: 0-88997-083-1 BOOK #
10.021 - A
General Instruction on the Roman Missal
LENGTH: 58 page booklet
AUTHOR:
Rev. William Carr (Trans.)
PUBLISHER: Sunday Missal Service
1969 study edition was put out with the intention of preparing for changes in the Roman Missal. It is not
the official translation. The official version put out by the CCCB is listed above # 100.21 BOOK #
10.021 - B
Christifideles Laici
LENGTH: 201 pages
AUTHOR:
Pope John Paul II
PUBLISHER: CCCB Publications
The Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation of His Holiness John Paul II on the Vocation and the Mission of
the Lay Faithful in the Church and in the World. ISBN: 0-88997-196-X BOOK # 10.026 - A (3
copies)
The Lay Members of Christ’s Faithful People - Study Guide
LENGTH: 19 page booklet
AUTHOR:
Knights of Columbus PUBLISHER: Daughters of St. Paul
A summary of the Pope’s document with questions for discussion. See the full document above (cf.. #
10.026). BOOK # 10.026
Dies Domini
LENGTH: 95 pages
AUTHOR:
Pope John Paul II
PUBLISHER: CCCB Publications
Apostolic Letter of the Holy Father, Pope John Paul II to the Bishops, Clergy and Faithful of the Catholic
Church on Keeping the Lord’s Day Holy. ISBN: 0-88997-414-4 BOOK # 10.026 - B
Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy - Sacrosanctum Concilium
LENGTH: 43 page booklet
AUTHOR:
Document of Vatican II
PUBLISHER: Daughters of St. Paul
The first text of the Council giving the vision for the Church’s celebration of the Sacred Liturgy. Topics
include: General Liturgical Principles, the Eucharist, Sacraments and Sacramentals, The Divine Office,
Liturgical Year, Sacred Music and Sacred Art and Furnishings. BOOK # 10.027 (2 copies)
25th Anniversary Letter of the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy
LENGTH: 100 pages
AUTHOR:
Pope John Paul II
PUBLISHER: CCCB Publications
Apostolic Letter of Pope John Paul II on the occasion of the 25th Anniversary of the Promulgation of the
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Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy. ISBN: 0-88997-205-2 BOOK # 10.028
The Documents of Vatican II
LENGTH: 794 pages
AUTHOR:
Walter M. Abbott (Ed.) PUBLISHER: Guild Press, 1966
All 16 Documents of Vatican II are presented. Informed comments and appraisals by Catholics and nonCatholics make this book essential reading for anyone, of whatever shade of belief, who is interested in
the changing climate of thought in today’s world. BOOK # 10.029
General Instruction on the Liturgy of the Hours
LENGTH: 72 pages
AUTHOR:
Bishop’s Committee on the Liturgy (Ed.)
PUBLISHER: NCCB Publications
The text of the Vatican Document with introduction and comments on this important liturgy in the life of
the Church. BOOK # 10.030
The SUNDAY Lectionary for Children Years A, B and C (blue, green, red)
LENGTH: 157 pages
AUTHOR:
Rev. Edward Matthews, et al PUBLISHER: Treehaus / Novalis
God’s Word adapted especially for children and endorsed for liturgical use by the Episcopal Commission
for Liturgy, Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops. Contains readings for the 52 Sundays, Feasts of
the Lord, and Solemnities. Guidebook with homily hints, music and prayer of the day are also available
in the Leader’s Guide (see # 14.091 A, B, C.). Leaflets and other resources available from the publisher.
(Children’s Shelf) BOOK # 10.031 A, B, C
The Reform of the Liturgy 1948-1975
LENGTH: 973 pages
AUTHOR:
Annibale Bugnini
PUBLISHER: The Liturgical Press
Illuminates the meanings and purposes behind the reforms, as well as the compromises that were made
for the sake of reform. ISBN: 0-8146-1571-6 BOOK # 10.033
Lectionary for Masses with Children Year B - Study edition
LENGTH: 189 pages
AUTHOR:
Sean McEntee, et al. PUBLISHER: Twenty-Third Public.
Each Sunday’s readings are preceded by a short dramatization that highlights key elements. The scripture
used is from The Jerusalem Bible. ISBN: 0-89622-435-x BOOK # 10.034 (Children’s Shelf)
Directory for Masses With Children
LENGTH: 28/18 pages
AUTHOR:
International Committee on English
PUBLISHER: CCCB/NCCB
The Canadian edition (as contrasted with the US) provides a fresh update to the already well-known and
useful list of suggested readings. An index also offers all involved in liturgies with children an
opportunity to explore the document more fully and to benefit from its riches. ISBN: 0-88997-362-8
BOOK # 10.037 (several copies)
Masses with Children Liturgy Documentary Series # 12
LENGTH: 56 pages
AUTHOR:
documents
PUBLISHER: USCC
This volume includes the complete text of the Directory for Masses With Children as well as the
introductions to the Eucharistic Prayers for Masses with Children and the Lectionary for Masses with
Children. ISBN: 1-57455-107-8 BOOK # 10.038
Masses With Children - Masses for Reconciliation
LENGTH: 142 pages
AUTHOR:
National Liturgical Office (Ed.) PUBLISHER: CCCB Publications
Easy to carry, this sacramentary is indispensable for home and school masses, as well as for use in church
for masses with children. It offers a selection of seasonal and votive masses and prefaces (with music),
complete Order of Mass and all nine approved eucharistic prayers. Masses with Children: three
eucharistic prayers, with simple and joyful musical settings; Masses of Reconciliation: two eucharistic
prayers. ISBN: 0-88997-052-1 BOOK # 10.046 - A
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Eucharistic Prayers for Masses With Children
LENGTH: 20 page booklet
AUTHOR:
Bishop’s Committee on Liturgy
PUBLISHER: USCCB Publications
Provisional U.S. text. Small booklet. [See the CCCB edition # 10.046 - A] BOOK # 10.046 - B
Eucharistic Prayers - Masses with Children and Masses of Reconciliation
LENGTH: 44
pages
AUTHOR:
Bishop’s Committee on Liturgy
PUBLISHER: USCCB Publications
Provisional text. [See the CCCB edition # 10.046- A] BOOK # 10.046 - C
General Directory for Catechesis
LENGTH: 318 pages
AUTHOR:
Congregation for the Clergy
PUBLISHER: CCCB
Reflects the evolution from many previous documents related to catechesis, and takes into account the
new situations and needs. Topis include: Catechesis in the Church’s mission of Evangelization, The
Gospel Message, The Pedagogy of the Faith, those to be Catechized, and Catechesis in the particular
church. ISBN: 0-88997-401-2 BOOK # 10.047
Lectionary for Masses with Children Ritual edition (red hard cover)
LENGTH: 291
AUTHOR:
NCCB
PUBLISHER: Catholic Book Pub.
Approved for use in the Dioceses of U.S. In contemporary English Version. Contains the readings,
responsorial psalms, gospel acclamations and gospels for years A, B, C. Sundays; as well as weekday
readings for the Seasons; and feast days for each month of the year; as well as Sacraments; and Masses
for various needs and occasions.. BOOK # 10.050 - A (Children’s shelf)
Lectionary for Masses with Children Year B - study edition
LENGTH: 291
AUTHOR:
NCCB PUBLISHER: Lit. Training Pub.
Approved contemporary English Version. Year B contains the readings, responsorial psalms, gospel
acclamations and gospels for sundays and major feast days. ISBN: 1-56854-002-7 BOOK # 10.050 - B
(Children’s shelf)
Lectionary for Masses with Children Weekdays Volume - study edition
LENGTH: 503
AUTHOR:
NCCB PUBLISHER: Lit. Training Pub.
Approved contemporary English Version. Weekday volume contains texts needed for weekday Masses,
including selections for each season and for special occasions. Weekday volume may be used every year.
ISBN: 1-56854-001-9 BOOK # 10.050 - B (Children’s shelf)

The Book of Weekday Readings: Lectionary Adapted for Children (Treehaus 2003 (See
Children's Shelf) 10.050D
Ceremonial of Bishops
LENGTH: 339 pages
AUTHOR:
I.C.E.L. PUBLISHER: The Liturgical Press
This cannot be regarded as a liturgical book in the proper sense, since it is not a book for use in liturgical
celebrations. But this Ceremonial will be helpful to bishops, to the several categories of ministers, and to
masters of ceremonies, since they will all find in it the parts belonging to them in the various celebrations.
The Ceremonial of Bishops describes the rites carried out by a bishop in such a way that the traditions and
requirements proper to each place can be retained. ISBN: 0-8146-1818-9 BOOK # 10.052 - A
Dedication of a Church and an Altar
LENGTH: 143 pages
AUTHOR:
I.C.E.L. PUBLISHER: I.C.E.L.
DESCRIPTION: This is only the draft translation of the rite of Dedication of a Church and an Altar. It
is submitted to the member and associate member conferences of bishops which constitute ICEL and
other consultants and is the study and recommendation phase of the ICEL translation. BOOK # 10.052-B
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Pontificale Romanum
AUTHOR:
Decree of Paul VI / John Paul II PUBLISHER: Polyglot Press, Vat.
The latin “typica edition altera” of the Ordination Rite for bishops, priests and deacons. (Issued 1990)
LENGTH: 242 BOOK: # 10.052-C
The Rites of the Catholic Church Vol. 1
PUBLISHER: Pueblo Publishing Company
AUTHOR:
International Commission on English in the Liturgy
Approved for the Dioceses of the U.S. and confirmed by the apostolic See: the rites of Baptism, Penance,
Holy Communion and Worship of the Eucharist Outside Mass, Blessing of Oils and Consecrating the
chrism, Marriage, Pastoral Care of the Sick: rites of Anointing and Viaticum. LENGTH: 1118 pages
ISBN: 0-916134-15-6 BOOK # 10.053-A
The Rites of the Catholic Church Vol. 2
PUBLISHER: The Liturgical Press
AUTHOR:
International Commission on English in the Liturgy
Approved for the Dioceses of the U.S. and confirmed by the apostolic See: the rites of Ordination of
Deacons, Priests and Bishops; Institutions of Ministers and the Blessing of Persons (includes: readers,
acolytes, pastoral ministers, virgins, abbots and abbesses); Blessing of Objects and Places (includes: oils,
churches, vessels, statues) LENGTH: 478 pages ISBN: 0-8146-6037-1 BOOK # 10.053-B
The New Dictionary of Sacramental Worship
LENGTH: 1351 pages
AUTHOR:
Fink, Peter E., editor PUBLISHER: Liturgical Press
This is a well-conceived and scholarly presentation on many religious topics of sacramental worship.
Topics covered include: (i) the Worshipping Church: Vatican II, traditions, Liturgical Renewal; (ii) the
Heritage of the Church: history, sources; (iii) the Sacramental Life of the Church: sacraments in general,
initiation, eucharist, orders, reconciliation, sacrament of the sick and Christian burial; (iv) The Church at
Prayer: liturgical acts, forms of prayer, proclaiming the word, presiding at prayer, liturgical ministries,
liturgical time, spirituality, special liturgical issues, special communities of prayer; (v) The Church and
the Arts: general, music, art and environment, movement and gestures, language and symbol; (vi) The
Reflecting Church: general theological questions, special theological questions; (vii) The Pastoral
Mission of the Church: general, issues of church and culture. ISBN: 000-8146-5788-5 BOOK # 10.054
Sunday Celebration of the Word and Hours - Ambo ritual (red)
LENGTH: 344
AUTHOR:
National Liturgy Office, ed.
PUBLISHER: CCCB Publications
Beautiful ritual book is intended for liturgical assemblies where the Eucharist cannot be celebrated. the
ritual book can also be used on other occasions: parish or community celebrations of Morning or Evening
Prayer, liturgies of the Word in chapels and institutions where it is not pastorally possible to celebrate the
Eucharist; or ecumenical celebrations of the Word or Hours. ISBN: 0-88997-338-5 BOOK # 10.062-A
Sunday Celebration of the Word and Hours - study edition
LENGTH: 384 pages
AUTHOR:
National Liturgy Office, ed.
PUBLISHER: CCCB Publications
Identical to the ritual book, this edition presents the liturgical prayers and rubrical directions for the
following celebrations: Sunday Celebration of the Word, Rite of distribution of Communion, Morning
Prayer, Evening Prayer. ISBN: 0-88997-338-5 BOOK # 10.062 - B (2 copies)
Sunday Celebration of the Word and Hours - Pastoral Notes
LENGTH: 84 pages
AUTHOR:
National Liturgy Office PUBLISHER: CCCB Publications
The Pastoral Notes are issued in Canadian Studies in Liturgy no. 6 and are intended as a companion
volume to the ritual book Sunday Celebration of the Word and Hours. The notes concerning the
formation and training of leaders of prayer are entitled Formation Notes. Liturgical principles, ministries,
the formation of lay leaders, special occasions, liturgy of the hours, options for the celebration and
liturgical music are some of the subjects discussed in this companion book. ISBN: 0-88997-322-9
BOOK # 10.063 (3 copies)
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Sunday Celebrations in the Absence of a Priest
LENGTH: 64 pages
Liturgy Document Series No. 10
PUBLISHER: USCC
This volume includes the complete texts of both the Directory for Sunday Celebrations in the Absence of
a Priest and Gathered in Steadfast Faith as well as the introduction to Sunday Celebrations in the
Absence of a Priest. ISBN: 1-57455-105-1 BOOK # 10.064
A Supplement to the Sacramentary
LENGTH: 32 pages
AUTHOR:
National Liturgy Office, ed.
PUBLISHER: CCCB
New optional Memorials, Memorals and Votive Masses for the Dioceses of Canada. For study and
comment. (Includes St. Marguerite Bourgeoys, Blessed Kateri, Remembrance Day, as well as the Litany
of the Saints for use in Canada.) ISBN: 0-88997-248-6 BOOK # 10.065
Eucharistic Prayer for Mass For Various Needs and Occasions
LENGTH: 74 pages
AUTHOR:
National Liturgy Office, ed.
PUBLISHER: CCCB
Printed as a supplement to the Sacramentary, it contains the ICEL interim translation of the textf for the
Eucharistic Prayer for Mass For Various Needs and Occasions. It consists of one prayer with four
thematic prefaces and corresponding sets of intercessions. For more convenience, the text is published in
this edition as fours separate prayers. Musical settings are also included. It is the same page size as the
Sacramentary and so fits nicely on top of it. ISBN: 0-88997-370-9 BOOK # 10.066
The Pattern of Our Days: Worship in the Celtic Tradition
LENGTH: 182 pages
AUTHOR:
Kathy Galloway, ed.
PUBLISHER: Paulist Press
An anthology of worship in the Celtic tradition from the Iona Community and its commitment to world
peace, social justice and the rediscovery of an integrated spirituality.. Included are liturgies for pilgrimage
and Journeys, healing, witness and dissent, sanctuary and light. Suitable for individual or groups use,
these prayers and resources draw deeply on Celtic and Benedictine influences, as well as the Liturgy of
the Hours. ISBN: 0-8091-3860-3 BOOK # 10.068
Celebrations Along the Way Liturgies for Everyday Moments
LENGTH: 111 pages
AUTHOR:
McRae-McMahon
PUBLISHER: Novalis
A collection of liturgical celebrations and prayers for communal use, written with great power, simplicity
and directness. Set up as a complete service and with suggestions for environment and symbols to use
during the time of the prayer. ISBN: 2-89507-148-9 BOOK # 10.069
Directory on Popular Piety & the Liturgy Principles and Guidelines
LENGTH: 256 pages
AUTHOR:
Cong. Divine Worship & Sacraments PUBLISHER: Pauline Books & Pub.
The language of popular piety is examined, and a historical perspective given. Theological and liturgical
principles are also set forth. Feasts of the Liturgical Year, as well as devotion to Our Lady and the Saints
are all addressed in this little document, as well as suffrages for the dead, Shrines and Pilgrimages.
ISBN: 0-8198-1881-X BOOK # 10.070
Diocese of Kingston Guidelines
AUTHOR:
Rev. John Hibbard
PUBLISHER: duplicated in-house
A variety of early guidelines: 1. Celebration of the Sunday Eucharist; 2. Easter Triduum; 3. Confirmation
and other celebrations with the Bishop; Liturgical Planning; Altar Servers (circa 1986) BOOK # 11.003
Guidelines and from Other Dioceses
AUTHOR:
Diocesan Offices
Two guidelines from Diocese of Lacrosse:
Baptism for Children (1984)
Pastoral Care of the Sick (1987)

BOOK # 11.004
BOOK # 11.005
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A variety of other sacramental and organizational guidelines

BINDER # 11.006

To Give Thanks and Praise: General Instruction of the Roman Missal
LENGTH: 179 pages
AUTHOR:
Ralph A. Keifer
PUBLISHER: The Pastoral Press
The GIRM (1982 edition) is published here in its entirety, and gives the official directives for the
celebration of Mass of the Roman Catholic Church. With commentary for musicians and priests, Keifer’s
commentary focuses on the pastoral needs of the parish. (1980) ISBN: 1-56929-005-9 BOOK # 11.007
(2 copies)
Let Everyone Celebrate: Guidelines and Principles for Liturgical Celebrations – Particularly with
the Handicapped
AUTHOR:
ICEL / Bishops’ Conference
PUBLISHER: The Secretariat, ICEL
A guide for planning and carrying out celebrations, whether they are sacramental or not, and also for
reflecting on celebrations that have taken place. Intended primarily as an aid for groups, especially of
handicapped persons, whether social, mental, physical or psychological. It is a translation from the
French. LENGTH: 53 pages BOOK # 11.008
The Mystery of Faith: A Study of the Structural Elements of the Order of Mass
AUTHOR:
Federation of Diocesan Lit. Commissions
PUBLISHER: F.D.L.C., Washington
This workbook, designed by the Bishops’ Committee on the Liturgy, is offered so that Catholics can
study the elements of the Order of Mass in a systematic manner. It is especially prepared for group use
and is highly recommended to parish liturgy committees as their working study-agenda for a complete
year of meetings. It would also be beneficial for adult education courses, as well as for private study of
the Mass. (1980) LENGTH: 137 pages BOOK # 11.009 (2 copies)
Springtime of the Liturgy
LENGTH: 307 pages
AUTHOR:
Lucien Deiss, C.S.Sp. PUBLISHER: The Liturgical Press.
Liturgical texts of the first four centuries of the Church, from sources in Jewish Prayer, Accounts of the
Institution of the Eucharist, the Didache, the anaphora of Addai and Mari, the Didiscalia, the Apostolic
Constitution and the Catechesis of Cyril of Jerusalem. These early historical documents all give us a
better understanding of the development of the Liturgy of the Mass as it developed throughout the ages.
(1979) ISBN: 0 8146-1023-4 BOOK # 11.010
The Liturgical Movement
LENGTH: 48 pages
AUTHOR:
J.A. Jungman, S.J.
PUBLISHER: St. Paul Publications
This is an historical and practical commentary by one of the foremost liturgists of the century. Besides
looking back, he looks at tasks and presuppositions for Liturgical Renewal in the present and future.
(1966) BOOK # 11.015
Our Changing Liturgy
LENGTH: 271pages
AUTHOR:
C.J. McNaspy, S.J.(forward by G. Dickmann) PUBLISHER: Hawthorn Books, N.Y.
Written soon after the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, the author looks at changes in the Church, the
Mass, Ecumenism, the Arts and anxieties about changes in the liturgy. The complete text of the
Constitution is given in the appendix. (1966) BOOK # 11.016
The Christian Celebration
LENGTH: 49 pages
AUTHOR:
Lucien Deiss, CSSp
PUBLISHER: World Library Pub.
Father Deiss, musician and liturgist, looks at the principles underlying all Christian celebration, its
structure and its organization. Each part of the Mass is examined and pastoral suggestions made which
would help both presiders and liturgy planners. (1977) BOOK # 11.018 (2 copies)
Disputed Questions in the Liturgy Today

LENGTH: 125 pages
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AUTHOR:
John M.Huels PUBLISHER: Liturgy Training Pub.
What does church law say about lay preaching, female altar servers, first confession, concelebration,
general absolution, anointing of the sick? Father Huels addresses these and other questions to help us
understand how law and liturgy come together in the discipline and practice of the church. An index of
canons and liturgical laws is included. (1988) ISBN: 0-9330467-95-7 BOOK # 10.020 A
More Disputed Questions in the Liturgy
LENGTH: 200 pages
AUTHOR:
John M.Huels PUBLISHER: Liturgy Training Pub.
What does church law say about the Sunday Mass obligation, reception of the sacraments by divorced and
remarried people, lay preaching at Mass, Penance, the Liturgy of the Hours in parishes, unauthorized
liturgical adaptations? Father Huels addresses these and other issues on which an appreciation of canon
law can inform our celebration of liturgy. An index of canons and liturgical laws is included. (1996)
ISBN: 1-56854-171-6 BOOK # 10.020 B
The Meaning of Sunday
LENGTH: 39 paged booklet
AUTHOR:
Catholic Home Messenger
PUBLISHER: St. Paul Publications
There are many views of Sunday. The underlying goal of this simple little booklet is to show that the
many sides of Sunday unite in one essential purpose, which is to give man pause to re-direct his spirit.
(circa 1964) BOOK # 10.023
The Mass and the Laity (F. R McManus)

BOOK # 11.024 (Missing ‘02)

Mary in the Liturgy Canadian Studies in Liturgy - No. 3
LENGTH: 70 pages
AUTHOR:
National Liturgy Office/Commission
PUBLISHER: CCCB Publications
This study is intended for the people in parishes who are involved in planning and leading liturgical
celebrations, especially during the Marian Year. It speaks of the place of Mary in our modern liturgy.
Texts for three new Mass, issued in 1987 by the Congregation for Divine Worship are included as well as
Guidelines and Suggestions for the Marian Year. Recommended devotional practices to Our Lady are
also included. (1988) ISBN: 0-88-090000-8 BOOK # 10.025
How to Understand the Liturgy
LENGTH: 148 pages
AUTHOR:
Jean Lebon
PUBLISHER: SCM Press, London
This book lays out clearly the underlying truths of liturgy and applies them to the celebration of the
eucharistic liturgy. The first part explores the nature of signs and symbols, sacraments and rites from
their earliest appearance. The second part traces the development of Christian liturgy from its first
gatherings to the elaboration of places and forms of worship and the music and dress which goes with
them. The third part looks more specifically to the eucharistic liturgy. (1986) ISBN: 0-334-02039-5
BOOK # 11.027 (2 copies)
New Horizons in Catholic Worship
LENGTH: 116 pages
AUTHOR:
Revs Leonard and McNeill
PUBLISHER: Liturgical Com Kansas
This book attempts to clarify and make the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy more understandable. This
text provides a vehicle for discussion groups of clergy, religious and laity. (1964) BOOK # 11.030
The Word and Eucharist Handbook
LENGTH: 140 pages
AUTHOR:
Lawrence J. Johnson PUBLISHER: Resource Publications
Similar in format to “Mystery of Faith”(# 11.009), this handbook gives the historical, theological and
liturgical aspects of each element of the Mass. The author provides all necessary documentation,
including the GIRM as well as an excellent section of recommended readings after each element is
discussed. It is a great resource for understanding as well as practical applications for planning. (1986)
ISBN: 0-89390-067-2 BOOK # 11.033
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Catechesis for Liturgy A Program for Parish Involvement
LENGTH: 179 pages
AUTHOR:
Gilbert Ostdiek PUBLISHER: Pastoral Press
This book makes a most valuable contribution towards promoting a consciousness-raising liturgical
catechesis. He proposes an integrated program of pastoral care for the liturgy consisting of catechesis,
preparation, and evaluation. The catechetical process holds much promise for forming a new liturgical
identity and disposition in our parishioners, aware of themselves as full participant by right and with
responsibility for the liturgical action. (1986) ISBN: 0-912405-23-6 BOOK # 11.034
Active Sharing in Public Worship
LENGTH: 43 pages
AUTHOR:
J.B. O’Connell PUBLISHER: Burnes and Oates
Quite an early commentary on the chief purpose of the Second Vatican Council’s Constitution on the
Sacred Liturgy. Concentration is on active sharing in public worship, its purpose and some ways by
which it may be achieved. (1964) BOOK # 11.035
Spirit and Song of the New Liturgy
LENGTH: 281 pages
AUTHOR:
Lucien Deiss, C.C.Sp. PUBLISHER: World Library Pub.
Father Deiss gives insight into the spirit of the liturgical renewal as expressed in the song of the Church.
A detailed study of each part of the Mass, its meaning, function, and musical potential, as well as helpful
techniques for realizing maximum participation are included. Topics include music sung by the priest,
the people and the choir; the choral director; acclamations, psalmody, processional songs, litanies and
hymnody; instruments and Gregorian Chant. (1970) BOOK # 11.036
Beyond East and West: Problems of Liturgical Understanding
LENGTH: 203 pages
AUTHOR:
Robert Taft, S.J.
PUBLISHER: The Pastoral Press
These essays deal with liturgy, both Eastern and Western, from the standpoint of history, theology, and
pastoral practice. Practice is built on tradition–the Church’s self-consciousness now of that which has
been handed on to her not as an inert treasure but as a dynamic inner life. “If we want to know what
Christmas and Chrismation, Eucharist and Easter mean, we must plunge into the enormous stream of
liturgical and patristic evidence and wade through it piece by piece, age by age, ever alert to pick up shifts
in the current as each generation reaches for its own understanding of what it is we are about”, says the
author. A beautiful chapter by the author is “Thanksgiving for the Light”, a theology of Vespers. (1984)
ISBN: 0912405-13-9 BOOK # 11.037
Learning to Celebrate: The Mass and its Music
LENGTH: 114 pages
AUTHOR:
Joseph Gelineau
Renowned liturgist and musician, Father Gelineau, focuses his insight on the pivotal points for music in
the Mass: the Liturgy of the Word and the Liturgy of the Eucharist. Particularly helpful to all who
prepare liturgy, both pastoral musicians and presiders. Added documentation from the GIRM is also
provided. (1985) ISBN: 0-912405-21-X BOOK # 11.038
Worship in a New World
LENGTH: 110 pages
AUTHOR:
Rev. James Dallen
PUBLISHER: NA. Liturgy Resources
Although somewhat dated, this book compiled from a series of articles by the author, has some helpful
topical reprints which could be helpful in preparing inserts for parish bulletins. (1972) BOOK # 11.039
The Order of Mass: Guidelines
LENGTH: 56 pages
AUTHOR:
Eugene A. Walsh, S.S. PUBLISHER: Pastoral Arts Assoc.
The goal of this booklet is not just the structure of the Mass but on the pace and flow of one part to the
next. A basic understanding of the structure of the Mass is the foundation and starting-point for all
celebrants, musicians and other ministers. (1981) ISBN: 0-89699-021-4 BOOK # 11.041
Music in Catholic Worship

LENGTH: 17 paged booklet
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PUBLIS

AUTHOR:
Bishops’ Committee on the Liturgy
PUBLISHER: NA. Liturgy Resources
A statement of the Bishops’ Committee written to urge renewed interest with regard to music in the
liturgy. Topics include among others: Theology of Celebration, Pastoral Planning, Place of Music in the
Celebration (including notes on the musical, Liturgical, Pastoral Judgements); also the structure of the
Eucharist. (1972) BOOK # 11.046
Eucharist and Community
LENGTH: 54 pages
AUTHOR:
Presenters at Diocesan Workshop
PUBLISHER: Diocese of Montreal
A day-long workshop held in Montreal focussing on our responsibilities in Eucharist and community and
how Liturgy should build community in our parishes. (1978) BOOK # 11.048
Together at Mass
LENGTH: 141 pages
AUTHOR:
Eugene S. Geissler, Kenneth W. Peters, PUBLISHER: Ave Maria Press
A prayerful and meditative commentary on the Mass, noting particularly its close relationship to Jesus
Christ, his life and message. Besides the elements of the Mass, 24 Liturgies of the Word are included.
Photos throughout the book illustrate the meaning of the Mass in the lives of Christians in today’s world.
(1973) ISBN: 0-87793-051-1 BOOK # 11.049
How to Get More Out of the Mass
LENGTH: 144 pages
AUTHOR:
Joseph McGloin, S.J. PUBLISHER: Liguori Publications
A freewheeling commentary on the Mass for those who know enough about the Mass to want to know
more. It is written in a contemporary and interesting style. The topics could be used to prepare insert
material in parish bulletins. The cartoon drawings are most enjoyable. (1974) BOOK # 11.051
Come Celebrate the Mass
LENGTH: 64 pages
AUTHOR:
Rev. K.J. MacDonald PUBLISHER: Diocese of Winnipeg
A pastoral aid on the Liturgical Celebration of the Mass on the Lord’s Day. (circa 1970) BOOK # 11.053
(7 copies)
Liturgical Music Today
LENGTH: 28 pages
AUTHOR:
Bishops’ Committee on the Liturgy
PUBLISHER: NCCB Pub. Services
Published ten years after Music in Catholic Worship and twenty after the Constitution on the Sacred
Liturgy, this booklet looks at clarifying issues and revealing new possibilities for liturgical music.
General principles for music in the Eucharist are given as well as in the celebrations of other sacraments
and rites, as well as in the Liturgy of the Hours. (1982) BOOK # 11.054
Music in Catholic Worship
LENGTH: 31 page booklet (1983)
AUTHOR:
Bishops’ Committee on the Liturgy
PUBLISHER: Pastoral Arts Assoc.
Establishes the principles for music as an expression of faith. A reading edition of the U.S. Bishops’
Committee on the Liturgy. Topics include among others: Theology of Celebration, Pastoral Planning,
Place of Music in the Celebration (including notes on the musical, liturgical, and pastoral judgements); as
well as the structure of the Eucharist. (1972) (See other editions of this document: # 10.039, #11.046; as
well as the edition with commentary # 16.004) BOOK # 11.055
Byzantine Ukrainian Rite
LENGTH: 119 pages
AUTHOR:
Nat. Office of Religious Education
PUBLISHER: CCCB
This book describes the beauty and traditions of the Byzantine Ukrainian rite in simple and clear
language. It is written for teachers, parents and students; and for all members of the Latin and Byzantine
Ukrainian rites, to promote mutual understanding. (1975) BOOK # 11.059
New Introductions to the Sacramentary and Lectionary
LENGTH: 90 pages
AUTHOR:
National Liturgy Office (ed.) PUBLISHER: CCCB Public. Service
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Study edition of the General Instruction of the Roman Missal (1975) and the Introduction of the
Lectionary for Mass (1981). Prepared for study groups with translations by ICEL. (1983) BOOK #
11.060
Manual of Celebration Commentary for Planners
LENGTH: Average of 39 pages
AUTHOR:
Robert W. Hovda
PUBLISHER: The Liturgical Confer.
Folders are divided according to chapter: The Introduction, Rite of Baptism for Several Children; Rite for
Celebrating Marriage During Mass, Rite of Funerals for Adults, Sunday Eucharist, Occasional Services.
This manual contains help for Liturgy Planning teams, studying the new rites for Mass, the Sacraments:
marriage, funerals, baptism etc. The revised texts are given and they are joined to pastoral ideas for the
adaptation and enrichment of public services. The introduction, particularly, is worth careful study for
although being an early work in the liturgical renewal after Vatican II, the principles are still sound.
(1972) BOOK # 11.061 - 11.066
Shaping English Liturgy
LENGTH: 493 pages
AUTHOR:
Peter Finn and James Schellman, (ed.) PUBLISHER: The Pastoral Press
This is the first comprehensive account of the challenges and solutions encountered in crafting a
vernacular liturgy for the Roman Catholic church in the English-speaking world. Prepared by ICEL, but
with the contributions of many liturgists, including among others Frank Henderson, Mark Searle, Bishop
Weakland, Msgr. Patrick Byrne. (1990) ISBN: 0-912405-72-4 BOOK # 11.069
To Hear and Proclaim Introduction Lectionary for Mass
LENGTH: 120pages
AUTHOR:
Ralph A. Keifer PUBLISHER: Nat..Ass Past. Music.
A commentary on the Introduction of 1981, which is given in its entirety, is very positive about new
developments in the Roman rite. The document, Keifer says, addresses everything from lay preaching to
the use of leaflet missals, while condemning nothing, accepting much, and reproving little, it represents a
landmark in official commentary on liturgical practice. The commentator seeks mainly to underling the
fundamental principles in the document, where those principles seem to be least understood and most
often neglected. (1983) ISBN: 1-56929-004-0 BOOK # 11.072 (2 copies)
This is Our Mass
LENGTH: 149 pages
rd
AUTHOR:
Tom Coyle
PUBLISHER: 23 Publications
A simple down-to-earth explanation of the Mass. The historical, liturgical, and spiritual dimensions of the
Mass are presented to assist Catholics in understanding the eucharistic celebration. This book is an ideal
book for RCIA candidates, and alienated Catholics returning to the church. Religious instruction for
teenagers and young adults will also be enhanced by the useful information contained in this handy book.
(1989) ISBN: 0-89622-394-9 BOOK # 11.074
Gathered in Steadfast Faith
LENGTH: 12 pages
AUTHOR:
Bishops’ Committee on the Liturgy
PUBLISHER: NCCB
This is a statement on Sunday Worship in the Absence of a Priest. Prepared by the American Bishops to
accompany the ritual “Sunday Celebrations in the Absence of a Priest: Leader’s Edition. Topics covered
are selection and training of leaders, catechesis, structure and principles of Liturgical Prayer as apply to
Sunday Celebrations. (1991) ISBN: 1-55586-361-2 BOOK # 11.075 (2 copies)
(1)Milwaukee Symposia for Church
LENGTH: undesignated
Composers: A Ten-Year Report
(2) The Snowbird Statement on Catholic Liturgical Music
AUTHOR:
Nat. Association of Pastoral Musicians
(1) Far from a simple”state of the music” address, this report is full of hammered-out judgements,
thoughtful and urgent questions, difficult challenges to musicians and to all involved in pastoral liturgy. It
applauds the good that has been done but points towards work awaiting us. Topics include Music as a
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Language of Faith, Liturgical Formation and Preparation, Technology and Worship, Musical-LiturgicalPastoral Judgment. (1992) Further critique on Music in the Liturgy. (1995) ISBN: 0-912405-43-0
BOOK # 11.078
Children, Liturgy, and Music: Pastoral Music in Practice #2
LENGTH: 119 pages
AUTHOR:
Virgil Funk, (ed)
PUBLISHER: Pastoral Press
Teaching children to celebrate their faith in ritual requires understanding, imagination, and a sense of
wonder. Topics include participation–making it happen; celebration–choosing ministers; children’s
choirs–motivating membership; music education–in the classroom and in the whole parish. (1990)
ISBN: 0-912405-73-2 BOOK # 11.079 (Children’s shelf)
From Age to Age: How Christians Celebrated the Eucharist
LENGTH: 206 pages
AUTHOR:
Edward Foley PUBLISHER: Lit. Training Pub.
Through architecture, music, books and vessels, Father Foley traces the origins of Christian celebration
from its Jewish roots to our own time. Lavishly illustrated with maps, photographs, drawings and music,
this book recaptures the experience of the ordinary Christian worshippers at Eucharist and traces the
development of the theology of liturgical celebration. (1991) ISBN: 0-929650 BOOK # 11.080
Sunday Morning
AUTHOR:
Gail Ramshaw PUBLISHER: Liturgy Train. Public.
How does a parent, a friend or a teacher begin to talk with a young child about what the church does on
Sunday morning? On way is to look at pictures and to tell their stories and to let these stories echo what
the church is doing: when we gather, when we pray, when we exchange the greeting of peace. The pages
of this book allow all of this and more. (1993) ISBN: 1-56854-005-1 BOOK # 11.085 (Children’s
shelf)
Celebration of the Word
LENGTH: 145 pages
AUTHOR:
Lucien Deiss PUBLISHER: Liturgical Press
In this book, Father Deiss comments on the richness and imperfections of the Lectionary, considers the
relationship between the celebration of the Word and the celebration of the Covenant, and then comments
on the role of the Responsorial Psalm, the homily, the Prayer of the Faithful, the participant in the
celebration of the Word, and the objects, places, and rites which make up the ritual environment of this
celebration. (1993) ISBN: 0-8146-2090-6 BOOK # 11.087
Promoting Liturgical Renewal: Guidelines for Diocesan Liturgical Commissions and Offices of
Worship
AUTHOR:
Bishops’ Committee on the Liturgy
PUBLISHER: U.S. Catholic Confer.
Topics range from the Role of the Bishop in Worship, Liturgical Co-workers with the bishop; functions of
local structures; models of local organizations etc. (1988) See # 13.089 LENGTH: 20 pages
ISBN: 1-55586-250-0 BOOK # 11.090 (2 copies)
The Assembly Celebrates: Gathering the Community for Worship
LENGTH: 101 pages
AUTHOR:
James Challancin
PUBLISHER: Paulist Press
In this clear and readable book, Father Challancin outlines the central role the gathered community plays
in liturgy. Focussing on how the Eucharist gives tangible expression to the reality of the Church as a
community, he then examines the parts of the liturgy which are designed to build a unified assembly. The
GIRM is the basis for his comments. (1989) ISBN: 0-8091-3096-3 BOOK # 11.091
Ceremonial of Bishop: A Reader
LENGTH: 164 pages
AUTHOR:
Bishops’ Committee on the Liturgy
PUBLISHER: U.S. Catholic Conf.
Proceedings of the National Workshop on the Ceremonial of Bishops. Essays on Episcopal Liturgy;
overview of the document; the Paschal Presence of the Bishop; the cathedral, the stational church; the
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cathedral musician etc. (1992) ISBN: 1-555-86-819-3 BOOK # 11.092
The Cathedral: A Reader
LENGTH: 52 pages
AUTHOR:
Secretariat, Bishops’ Com. on the Lit. PUBLISHER: U.S. Catholic Conf.
A collection of essays on the Cathedral: an environment for People; paradoxes and promise; stational
Liturgies; and the RCIA; Chrism Mass, Great Occasions; Reception/ Installation of a Bishop etc. (1979)
BOOK # 11.094
The Postures of the Assembly During the Eucharistic Prayer
LENGTH: 98 pages
AUTHOR:
J.K. Leonard and N.D. Mitchell PUBLISHER: Liturgy Training Pub.
The authors have gathered a wealth of historical source material about the significance of posture in the
Graeco-Roman world; the religious values of standing, kneeling and prostration; posture during ritual
meals during the time of Jesus and the early church; and the evolution of posture in the liturgy from the
patristic era to the present. (1994) ISBN: 0-929650-64-6 BOOK # 11.096
Guidelines for Building a New Church
LENGTH: 63 pages
AUTHOR:
Diocesan Building Commission PUBLISHER: Diocese of London
Besides guidelines, this booklet contains general Procedures for a parish building or renovation project; a
recommended parish process; renovation–a challenge to change. A well researched and documented
project. (1994) BOOK # 11.097
Echoing God's Word
AUTHOR: James B. Dunning
Catechesis is the process of “echoing” the word of God. In this book, the author offers his vision of
catechesis in a church called to mission in the modern world. Dunning then presents a method to help
catechists and homilists prepare to open God’s word. This book is primarily for those who will preach or
catechize during the period of the catechumenate, but it is also for all who strive to help make God’s word
accessible and to echo it in ways that release its liberating message. BOOK# 11.098
Liturgical Gestures, Words, Objects
LENGTH: 54 pages
AUTHOR:
Eleanor Bernstein (ed) PUBLISHER: N.D. Center Past. Lit.
Collection of essays, poetry and drawings on the actions and object of the Liturgy, formerly printed in
Assembly, a publication of the Notre Dame Center for Pastoral Liturgy.. (1995) ISBN: 1-555-86-819-3
BOOK # 11.100
How not to Say Mass: A guidebook for all concerned about authentic Worship LENGTH: 92 pages
AUTHOR:
Dennis C. Smolarski
PUBLISHER: Paulist Press
Although directed primarily towards presiders of the Eucharist, the book is addressed to all who have an
active role in the liturgy of the Church--deacons, lectors, acolytes, musicians, committees, and members
of the assembly. It is presented in a concise and often witty style. (1986) ISBN: 0-8091-2811-X
BOOK # 11.102
Sacred Mysteries: Sacramental Principles and Liturgical Practice
LENGTH: 217 pages
AUTHOR:
Dennis Smolarski
PUBLISHER: Paulist Press
How well do Christians celebrate those rituals that embody their belief? This book reflects on the
continual process of reform in the church and on the foundational principles for all liturgical action. It
then moves to a discussion of each of the sacraments, with particular reference to the way they are
ritualized in the assembly. ISBN: 0-80913551-5 BOOK # 11.103
Fulfilled in Your Hearing: The Homily in the Sunday Assembly
LENGTH: 47 pages
AUTHOR:
Bishops’ Committee on Priestly Life
PUBLISHER: N.C.C.B.
The information contained in this little booklet should enhance the quality of preaching in the Sunday
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assembly, and assist priests and bishops as they endeavor to fulfull their primary duty, namely, the
proclamation of the Gospel of God to all. Chapters focus on the Assembly, the Preacher, the Homily and
Homiletic method. (1982) ISBN: 1-55586-850-9 BOOK # 11.104
A Rereading of the Renewed Liturgy
LENGTH: 138 pages
AUTHOR:
Adrien Nocent PUBLISHER: The Liturgical Press
In his assessment of the years since the promulgation of the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, Father
Nocent raises questions and in a positive attitude makes suggestions about a variety of topics: the
celebration of the Eucharist, Christian Initiation, the Sacrament of Reconciliation (1994) ISBN: 0-81462299-2 BOOK # 11.110
Developmental Disabilities and Sacramental Access - New Paradigms for Sacramental Encounters
AUTHOR:
Edward Foley (ed)
PUBLISHER: Liturgical Press
This volume grapples with real issues that daily confront Catholics with developmental disabilities. The
authors demonstrate how these people need to be embraced by the Church and its sacraments, for they
teach us something central about sacramental encounters. Guidelines from Chicago and England / Wales
are included in the appendix. (1994) LENGTH: 166 pages ISBN: 0-8146-2280-1 BOOK # 11.113
In Heaven There Are No Thunderstorms: Celebrating the Liturgy with Developmentally Disabled
People
AUTHOR:
G. Okhuijsen and C. Opzeeland PUBLISHER: Liturgical Press
A wonderful, joyful and playful book showing how those who may be marginal in the eyes of our society
stand in the centre of the good news. The authors share with the reader moving stories of liturgies
celebrated with residents with mental disabilities in the Netherlands. These stories could be very useful
for others who minister to developmentally disabled people. (1992) LENGTH: 136 pages
ISBN: 0-8146-1999-1 BOOK # 11.114
A Eucharist Sourcebook
LENGTH: 145 pages
AUTHOR:
J.R Baker and B. Budde, (ed) PUBLISHER: Liturgy Training Pub.
One of a set of Sourcebooks, anthologies of prose and poetry, hymns and prayers from various times and
traditions, all centred on a particular theme from the seasons of the church year to the foundational
moments in the life of a Christian. Each collection offers a treasury of wisdom for use in homilies, prayer
services and personal meditation. This collection on Eucharist uses the following themes: hungering,
gathering, praying, remembering, offering, eating and drinking, healing, feeding the world, Corpus
Christi. (1999) ISBN: 1-56854-182-1 BOOK # 11.125
Music and the Mass: A Practical Guide for Ministers of Music
LENGTH: 129 pages
AUTHOR:
David Haas
PUBLISHER: Liturgy Train. Public
This is a basic guide to key documents and principles regarding the celebration of the Eucharist. It walks
through the Mass, rite by rite and step by step, and describes each part through scripture, church
documents and various other sources. The author then offers commentary on the role of music and other
elements. A great basic text for liturgical musicians, planners and anyone interested in knowing more
about the Mass. (1998) ISBN: 1-56854-198-8 BOOK # 11.126
Our Place of Worship
LENGTH: 87 pages
AUTHOR:
National Liturgy Office PUBLISHER: Public. Service CCCB
Approved by the National Liturgy Office for use in Canada, these guidelines are intended to assist liturgy
committees and building committees to explore with their communities who the Church is and what it
does before it proceeds to the specific requirements of the community. It offers a process to help the
community achieve its purpose. It also offers principles and characteristics of an appropriate place,
always with the primacy of the assembly in mind, and it outlines the requirements of the liturgy according
to the Constitution on the Liturgy of Vatican II and the Introduction to the Roman Missal. (1999) ISBN:
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088997-441-1 BOOK # 11.127 (2 copies)
Making Good Preaching Better
LENGTH: 264 pages
AUTHOR:
Alvin C. Rueter PUBLISHER: Liturgical Press
This textbook, based on Dr. Rueter’s preaching workshops and experience, has homiletic exercises that
proceed step-by-step, allowing students the possibility of success, a step at a time. The author taught for
33 years both at the Luther Seminary in Minnesota (1966-84) and in St. John’s Seminary, Collegeville
Minnesota (1985-1991). Since his retirement he continues to conduct workshops both for seminary
students and for permanent deacons in the Archdiocese of St. Paul and Minneapolis. ISBN: 0-81462215-1 BOOK # 11.135
The Mass (Questions and Answers)
Dennis Smolarksi, S.J.
Liturgy Training Publications, 2002
Questions that priests and liturgists, music directors, liturgy committees, ministry coordinators and
diocesan liturgy offices frequently ask about the Mass are answered here with legal expertise and pastoral
sensitivity by Father Dennis Smolarksi, S.J. The answer takes into account the 2000 edition of the GIRM
as well as other official documents. At the same time, each answer is informed with the common sense
and pastoral sensitivity of an author who has spent much of his life on both sides of the alter - as presider
and member of the assembly. ISBN 1-56854-358-1 B OOK# 11.133
Preparing the Eucharistic Table
By: Barry Glendinning
PUBLISHER: Novalis
Little attention has been given to preparing the liturgy of the Eucharist, the centre of our celebration often because people assume that it is the priest’s prayer. But pay attention to the words of the various
collects, the variety of Eucharistic prayers, the acclamations, the gestures and music of the communion
rite, and this aspect of your celebrations will come alive. This booklet takes you through these resources,
pointing out how, in your community, you can prepare a festive, nourishing table off the Eucharist.
BOOK #13.013A *
Preparing Sunday without the Eucharist
By: Andrew Britz, OSB & Zita Maier, OSU
PUBLISHER: Novalis
As more and more communities face this reality, they are challenged to prepare different forms of
celebration. How should this type of celebration “feel”? Does it merit the same attention we give to
Sunday Eucharist? What kind of formation do those who are celebration it or leading it need? Using
basic principles of good liturgy, this booklet helps communities facing this reality to continue to prepare
nourishing celebrations. BOOK #13.013B *
Preparing to Celebrate in Schools
By: Margaret Bick
PUBLISHER: Novalis
Everyone knows the obstacles to good celebration in schools: poor environment for liturgy, too many
kids, “crowd control” and confused expectations on the part of many. This booklet will provide principles
to help you through the maze, along with lots of examples of how to apply them in schools large or small.
BOOK # 13.013C *
Preparing the Liturgical Year - I - Sunday and the Paschal Triduum
By: Corbin Eddy
PUBLISHER: Novalis
The paschal mystery is the heart of the liturgical year. Celebrated most intensely during the Easter
Triduum, it is also the heartbeat of all the other seasons. How does each celebrate a particular aspect of
this mystery of our dying and rising in Christ? How do we keep this experience the focus of our
celebrations all year long? Background to the seasons, practical applications of principles and ideas for
working with the paschal triduum and the Sundays of Ordinary time will make this an invaluable
resource. BOOK # 13.013E *
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Preparing the Liturgical Year - II - Lent-Easter and Advent-Christmas
By: Corbin Eddy
PUBLISHER: Novalis
The paschal mystery is the heart of the liturgical year. Celebrated most intensely during the Easter
Triduum, it is also the heartbeat of all the other seasons. How does each celebrate a particular aspect of
this mystery of our dying and rising in Christ? How do we keep this experience the focus of our
celebrations all year long? Background to the seasons, practical applications of principles and ideas for
ongoing catechesis for the seasons of Lent-Easter and Advent-Christmas make this an invaluable
resource. BOOK #13.013F *
Preparing to Celebrate with Children
By: Gerard Whittey, J. Mercer, E. Wells
PUBLISHER: Novalis
What are the ABC’s of celebrating with children? How do we help them experience the paschal mystery
in celebrations? How do we prepare celebrations that are simple, not simplistic; accessible, not childish?
This booklet is a primer of principles and ideas for celebrating with children. BOOK#: 13.013G
Preparing the Environment for Worship
By: David McNorgan
PUBLISHER: Novalis
Preparing the environment attends to all aspects of the physical and symbolic context in which liturgy
happens. Readers will see how different ways of preparing the environment communicate various images
of Church, the assembly of God, and learn practical ways to provide the best environment for worship in
their Church. BOOK# 13.013I
Preparing and Evaluating Liturgy
By: Bernadette Gasslein
PUBLISHER: Novalis
How can we know if our mnistry of preparation was effective? How can we tell whether the community’s
worhsip offered it an experienc eof “full, conscoious active” preparation in the liturgy? Without
evaluation, the work of preparation can either spin its wheels, or drift on a sea of good intentions. This
book will help your preparation team learn to ask the right qustions of the right people, and integrate these
responses into ongoing preparation. BOOK# 13.013L
Liturgical Sermons
By: Rev. Gerard Weber & James Killgallon
Publisher: Alba House
This series of homiletic outlines elucidates the focal points in the Constitution of the Sacred Liturgy. The
aim of these outlines is to help in the preparation of homilies based mostly on the Epistle of the Mass.
They are not intended to be preached as printed; rather they are meant to help the priest in preparing his
own sermon to meet the needs of his people. BOOK #13.030
Yours is a Share: The Call of Liturgical Ministry
By: Austin Fleming
In the context of a prayer for each liturgical ministry, a vision and a mandate are enunciated and a
blessing pronounced. This book would be useful for a mandating service or simply as a reflection for a
specific liturgical ministry. Material is repeated in #12.083. BOOK #13.033
The following four booklets by Pastoral Liturgist, Father Eugene Walsh, are excellent little study
outlines for Liturgy Committees.
Giving Life: The Ministry of the Parish Sunday Assembly
By: Eugene A. Walsh, SS
PUBLISHER: PAANA
Giving Life is a message to all members of Catholic parishes, regardless of whether a member is also
active in an individual liturgical ministry. It is a synopsis of the sense-of-church which Eugene A. Walsh
tries to bring alive in people through his renewal weekends in parishes, through his other workshops and
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his published writings. It is not the only way possible to spell out parish priorities or goals, but we
believe that it is the best catalyst available for the pressing task of a parish community identifying g and
articulating its self-understanding and serious goals. BOOK #13.043
Special Ministries at Sunday Mass:Understanding and Expectations
By: Eugene A. Walsh, SS
PUBLISHER: PAANA
This booklet’s principles, understandings and expectations are proposed to serve two purposes in a parish.
First, they bring to the attention of all present and prospective ministers the most basic understandings
and expectations by the parish community of their ministry. Secondly, therefore, the matters in the
following few pages can constitute a kind of “contract” between the celebrating assemblies of a parish
and their members who would offer “special” ministry. BOOK #13.044
Gathering for Each Other
By: Eugene A Walsh, SS
PUBLISHER: PAANA
The purpose of this booklet is to invite you to take a fresh look at what our Church intends parish Sunday
Mass to be ... and to discover that the leadership of the priest and other ministers depends totally upon a
very real ministry to other people that only you can decide is worth giving. The things we stress in these
pages might give you more questions than answers. Our hope is that your might share your reactions to
our thoughts with other people in your parish. BOOK #13.045
The Ministry of the Celebrating Community
By: Eugene A. Walsh, SS
PUBLISHER: PAANA
This booklet is a competent exploration and analysis which rekindles basic hope that good worship can
indeed take place at Sunday Mass in the much-maligned “average” parish – identifying the problem,
proposing a remedy, meaning of the ministry of the celebrating community, understanding what needs to
be done to make the community come alive, practical suggestions for bringing alive the ministry of
hospitality. BOOK #13.046
Parish Liturgy: People, Process, Procedure
By: Joyce Ann Zimmerman, CPPS
This book/folio consists of brief explanatory text and numerous reflection/preparation guides that have
been compiled from different worships given over the past decade in various contexts and to various
audiences. this folio brings together in one place assorted materials that assist parish liturgy personnel in
their task of helping liturgy come alive and celebrate what is really all about: making present the Paschal
Mystery. BOOK #13.073
Resources for Sunday Homilies - Year A
By: National Liturgical Office
PUBLISHER: CCCB
The bishops of the Episcopal Liturgy Commission for English-speaking Canada have been concerned
about helping priests and deacons to preach God’s word more effectively each Sunday. This resource
presents practical help for preaching according to the mind of Vatican II by providing insights into the
Church’s Sunday lectionary. BOOK #13.083A
Resources for Sunday Homilies - Year B
By: National Liturgical Office
PUBLISHER: CCCB
Preaching the Gospel of our Lord in the Sunday liturgy is a serious responsibility. Good preaching week
after week requires preparation in prayer and study. The bishops of the Episcopal Liturgy Commission for
English-speaking Canada have been concerned about helping priests and deacons to preach God’s word
more effectively each Sunday. This book presents practical help for preaching according to the mind of
Vatican II by providing insights into the Church’s Sunday lectionary. BOOK #13.083B
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Resources for Sunday Homilies - Year C
National Liturgical Office
PUBLISHER: CCCB
Preaching the Gospel of our lord in the Sunday liturgy is a serious responsibility. Good preaching week
after week requires preparation in prayer and study. The bishops of the Episcopal Liturgy Commission for
English-speaking Canada have been concerned about helping priests and deacons to preach God’s word
more effectively each Sunday. This book presents practical help for preaching according to the mind of
Vatican II by providing insights into the Church’s Sunday
lectionary. BOOK #13.083C
Liturgy Planning: New Parish Ministries
By: Kenneth Pearce
PUBLISHER: Novalis
This is a little book which help us to “get ready” for liturgy. Those who do the planning are no less
ministers than those who function more visibly on Sunday morning. Besides showing how to set up a
planning committee and providing sample agenda, information is gen on the Liturgical Year and planning
the environment for Sunday Mass. Checklists are provided. #13.106
Guide for Sunday Mass
By: Cardinal Roger Mahony
PUBLISHER: Lit. Training Publ.
This is Cardinal Mahony’s pastoral letter to the people of his diocese, Gather Faithfully Together, in book
form. In it he speaks about the vigour of the Sunday assembly and ways to make the liturgy more
meaningful. BOOK #13.113
Liturgical Ministry: A Practical Guide to Spirituality
By: Donna M. Cole
PUBLISHER: Resource Pub. Inc.
This is a very helpful resource for both the novice and the seasoned liturgical minister. Donna Cole
invites her reader to prepare for ministry -- whether that of reader, musician, acolyte, minister of
communion or of hospitality -- by study, refection, and prayer, and she provides the resources to do just
that. BOOK #13.118
Let’s Go to Mass
Aileen Urquhart
Novalis, 2000
A specially designed little Mass book for kids, they can write or draw on pages that are erasable. For
children ages 5-8. ISBN 2-89507-087-3 BOOK#: 14.094
Living Liturgy (Year A - 2005)
Liturgical Press, 2004
Spirituality, Celebration and Catechesis for Sundays and Solemnities - 2005
A practical and prayerful means to reflect on, celebrate and live the Paschal mystery. Living Liturgy
integrates spirituality and celebration, catechesis and pastoral practice, and the ministry of the assembly
and other ministries so that celebrating the liturgy and living go hand-in-hand. ISBN 0-8146-2742-0
BOOK# 14.163A
The Sunday Lectionary - Ritual Word, Paschal Shape
Normand Bonneau
The Liturgical Press, 1998
This book examines a key aspect of the liturgical use of the Bible - how the Lectionary puts biblical flesh
on the bones of the liturgical calendar and gives paschal shape to the Christian year. Pastors, homilists,
worship leaders, lectors, cantors, students of liturgy through this book may heighten their understanding
of the Lectionary and their appreciation of the liturgy. ISBN 0-8146-2457-X BOOK# 14.166
Who Knows the Reach of God? Homilies and Reflections for Year A
Corbin Eddy
Novalis, 2001
In this new collection of homilies, join Fr. Eddy as he leads us through Sundays and feast days of Year A,
which focuses on the Gospel of Matthew. His comments are always fresh and focused, contemporary and
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timeless. Each text captures the traditional sense of the homily as an “intimate conversation.” Invaluable
for homilists, RCIA catechists and general readers wanting to explore more deeply the meaning of the
Sunday scriptures for our daily lives. ISBN 2-89507-174-8 BOOK#: 14.167
The Church Year and the Art of Clemens Schmidt
Provides selections from the word of Clemens Schmidt in a convenient book/CD-ROM format that
illustrate themes organized according to the liturgical year. The variety of line drawings and calligraphy
offers a wealth of opportunities for illustrating bulletins, programs, church, school, or personal documents
with clip art. ISBN 0-8146-2905-9 BOOK# 15.028
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VIDEOS in the OFFICE OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
DEATH & LIFE: PREPARING FOR THE CATHOLIC FUNERAL MASS
Tabor Publishing
Visiting the home of a bereaved family as soon as information about the death occurs is a very powerful,
highly comforting and pastorally effective procedure. After greeting and listening for a period of time,
the pastoral minister or bereavement committee member could suggest playing this video. The video
could also be left at the house during the sometimes empty and difficult hours between the time of death
and the beginning of calling hours or the funeral mass. The priest or parish delegate would also indicate
that someone will talk with the family, probably the evening before the Eucharistic liturgy, about their
possible selections and personal requests for the Mass. GUIDE. LENGTH: 30 min. VID#: 16.701
(Grief section)
CHILDREN, LITURGY and the WORLD
PUBLISHED: Archdiocese of Chicago, 1997, L.T.P.
See how children at St. Julie Billiart Church in Tinley Park, Illinois, process from the assembly to
celebrate their own liturgy of the word with ritual words, singing and gestures. Listen to how the lay
presider proclaims the scriptures from the Lectionary for Masses with Children and preaches to the
children. This is seen in the context of the entrance rite, the dismissal and the children's participation in
the liturgy of the Eucharist with the larger assembly. LENGTH: 26 min. VID#: 22.000
THE MASS FOR CHILDREN
SPEAKER: Fr. Maurice Nutt
PUBLISHED: Liguori Publications (1993)
This video is unique in that it uses strong images of Jesus throughout, and concentrates on real-life
situations. With short vignettes, it shows how we can bring problems with family and friends to the Mass
and experience reconciliation in the Eucharist. This video provides a tremendous opportunity to send a
direct message to children in an entertaining way: the celebration of the Eucharist is a life-giving and
joyous experience. GUIDE. LENGTH: approx. 30 min. VID#: 22.001
THE ANGEL'S MASS LESSON
SPEAKER: Gwen Costello PUBLISHER: Twenty Third Publications, 1995
Danny wants to go on a weekend class trip, but his parents won't let him miss Mass. Danny is very angry
about this, so the angel Veritas comes for a visit. He takes Danny "back in time" to the second century.
They visit a "house church" where early Christians have gathered to celebrate the Eucharist. They Danny
witnesses the vibrant faith of these Christians and he feels their joy and enthusiasm. Before this
experience, Danny took Mass for granted. After it, he understands that celebrating Eucharist is a
privilege and that his faith is a precious gift. GUIDE. LENGTH: 13 min. VID#: 22.002
AMANDA GOES TO MASS
SPEAKER: JoAnn Marie Angers PUBLISHED: Twenty-Third Publications (1991)
In this delightful video program, Amanda shares her joy as she participates in the Eucharistic celebration.
She explains, in simple and direct terms, her understanding of what happens when she and her family
worship with their parish family. Full-colour video cartoon artwork draws primary and intermediate age
children into the story, and help foster their enthusiasm for the appreciation of the Sunday liturgy. The
script fully reflects the Mass as it is celebrated today, as each part of the Eucharistic celebration is shown
and defined. GUIDE. LENGTH: 9 min. VID#: 22.003
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THE ANGEL’S CHURCH YEAR LESSON
Twenty Third Publications
Angel Vita wants children everywhere to know that Jesus is with them always. With the help of Angels
Caritas and Benedicta, she decides to invite children on a journey through the church year. The angels
open a special “blessing” book that takes them (and the children watching) into their journey. Children
learn about what happened to Jesus in each church season, including Advent, Christmas, Epiphany, Lent,
Easter, Pentecost, and Ordinary Time. GUIDE. LENGTH: 11 min. VID#: 22.004
THE LITURGICAL YEAR AND SUNDAY
St. Anthony Messenger Press
This video provides an overview of the Church’s liturgical year and an explanation of Sunday’s
importance within it. Story segment: a couple celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary reflect on events
and themes, the rhythms and cycle of their life together. Their marriage provides a real-life parallel to the
way that the Church year relates to our daily lives. Witness segment: Catholics talk about the relevance of
the liturgical year and Sundays in their lives. Teaching segment: Franciscan Father Tom Richstatter
offers an overview of the liturgical year and an explanation of the important place Sunday holds in it. His
presentation revolves around the central statement that “The Church Year is the way we read the Bible.”
GUIDE. LENGTH: 34 min. DVD#: 22.005

A VIDEO GUIDE TO WHAT CATHOLICS BELIEVE ABOUT THE MASS
Host Father Michael Tueth, S.J., warmly invites viewers to come along on these fast-paced half-hour
interactive introductions into the beliefs of the Catholic Church. VID#: 22.006
FEEDING HUNGRY HEARTS: CELEBRATING THE EUCHARIST
In this 45 minutes, four part DVD, Fr. Joe Kempf walks us through the celebration of the Mass and
opens us to a new appreciation of – and awe for – the sacrament of the Eucharist. DVD#: 22.007
DRAW NEAR: A Video Guide to the Catholic Mass
A simple and practical way to explain the Mass, explore the structure of the Mass, its particular parts,
and the meaning of its rituals. DVD#: 22.008
A HISTORY OF THE MASS
This DVD traces the evolution of the Mass, showing how it was shaped and reshaped by times and
cultures, as well as developments in theology and the arts. DVD#: 22.009
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VIDEOS ─ THEOLOGY (EUCHARIST) in Liturgy Office
*videos have accompanying notes or study guide. Some videos are non-professionally filmed
The Eucharist of Jesus*
SPEAKER:
Rev Robert Fabing
A spirituality for eucharistic celebration. This is a three-segment six program presentation on the Mass.
Part I: The Liturgy of the Word, Part II Liturgy of the Eucharist, Part III The Priesthood of Jesus and the
Eucharist as Sacrament. (Excellent guidebook with questions and topics for discussion) VID # 12.701
The Eucharist Yesterday...Today...Forever
SPEAKER:
Glendinning, Rev. Barry
A four-part series of eight excellent presentations given by Father Glendinning on January 27-28, 1989 at
the Diocesan Liturgical Conference. Although these will probably not serve for public viewing anyone
can appreciate these videos for a better theological, pastoral and spiritual understanding of the Sunday
Eucharist. Each tape is approximately 2 hours. See the complete set. VID # 12.702-12.705
Tape 1: Regaining our Roots (history of initiation); Moving toward the centre (Eucharist as Church
Sacrament)
Tape 2: The church (Assembly Of God); Dynamics of Sunday Eucharist (a new look at participation)
Tape 3: Coming to Grips with Change (an explanation of the new Mass);
Tape 4: Dismissal unto Mission (Pastoral implications of Sunday Eucharist); Eucharist, the Feast of the
Kingdom.
The Challenge of Eucharist-- the Sacred Banquet of the Community:
SPEAKER:
Members of the Liturgical Commission
a Diocesan workshop given April 29, 1989 by members of the Diocesan Liturgical Commission--Father
John Hibbard, Joanna Seitz (tape 1) and Sister Wanda MacDonald (tape 2) . A set of two videos. VID #
12.706-12.707
Tape 1: Sacrament of Praise and Thanksgiving; Sacred Banquet of the Christian Community.
(slides are also included in the presentation.)
Tape 2: Call to Conversion and Mission - allow the Liturgy to Liberate us.
(slides are included in the presentation)
Table of the Lord
SPEAKER:
Crowley, Bonaventure, OFMConv
By focusing on the message of Christian responsibility in the Eucharist, this visual meditation urges
viewers to share their good fortune by feeding and clothing others. A powerful presentation, it makes an
excellent teaching tool to help Christians of all ages see the connection between the Mass and the rest of
their week at work and play. Just as Christ has generously called us to his saving table, so must we call
others to ours. The text of this program is appropriate and clear enough for a variety of audiences to
understand and appreciate. ISBN 8146-7742-8
VID # 12.708
Let's Celebrate Eucharist*
SPEAKER:
Fr. Malcolm Smith
Divided into 8 segments, Father Smith explains in his own style, the various aspects of the Mass that
people might wonder about. Basic divisions are participation, tradition, entrance rites, Liturgy of the
Word, Liturgy of the Eucharist. VID # 12.709
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Introduction to Liturgy*
PUBLISHER: Twenty-Third Publications.
SPEAKER:
Emily Besl
A five video programme of straight-forward lectures which are both challenging and enlightening. It
answers such questions as “What does liturgy tell us about God and ourselves?”, as it probes the structure,
history, and, most importantly, the spirit of the liturgy. The series comes complete with study guides that
include discussion questions for review and a comprehensive bibliography. It is is well-suited to adult
formation groups, as well as training and enrichment programs for liturgical ministers, catechists, and
members of the assembly. Each tape is approximately 25 minutes.
Tape 1:
Liturgy as Sacrament - Recognizing God’s Grace *
Tape 2:Liturgy as Dialogue - Revealing & Expressing Faith *
Tape 3:Liturgy as Communal Worship - Responding as an Assembly *
Tape 4:Liturgy of the Word - Listening *
Tape 5:Liturgy of the Eucharist - Sharing *
This is the Night
The Easter Vigil
PUBLISHER: Liturgy Training Pub.
In this video, we follow the elect and the candidates from the celebration of the third scrutiny during lent
through their baptisms and receptions at the Easter Vigil, to Easter Sunday morning. The people of St.
Pius V parish and their sponsors, initiation team members, parish staff members and parishioners describe
their experiences of Christian initiation. (The video shows adult baptism by immersion at the Easter
Vigil.)
ISBN 0-929650-87-5 VID# 12.715
The Sunday Eucharistic Assembly: Part I
LENGTH: 2 hours
SPEAKER:
Dr. Frank Henderson
This set of four videos give the Principles of Pastoral Ministry. Taped at the Diocesan Liturgical
Conference, Oct. 23-24, 1992. Each tape is approximately 2 hours. A set of four videos # 12.716 - #
12.719
Tape 1: The Church, a Mystery: The Sunday Eucharistic Assembly: the focus of the parish Community;
Full, Conscious, Participation: Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy No. 14
Tape 2: The Priest in the Assembly: the priest as minister in and to the Assembly; Forming the
Assembly: increased awareness that we worship as assembly.
Tape 3: The assembly is the Church at Worship: Our Baptismal Identity; Eucharist, the Action of the
whole people of God; Participation: verbal, non-verbal and musical forms of participation.
Tape 4: Ministries in the assembly; Liturgy and Life: Sent forth to serve, witness and evangelize.
Eucharist: The Parish Comes Alive
LENGTH: 2hours
SPEAKER: Rev. Barry Glendinning Non-professionally videotaped
A set of three video tapes made at the Archdiocesan Liturgical Conference, Jan. 17-18 with Rev. Barry
Glendinning and Simone Baryliuk. Focus is on Liturgy, Catechesis and Mission. Approximately 2 hours
each. A set of three videos
VID # 12.720 - # 12.723
Tape 1: Celebrating the Feast of the Kingdom: Liturgy, the summit and source of Parish Life; Recovering
the Church’s ancient festal Joy (includes slides)
Tape 2: Pastoral Concerns: Question Period; Catechesis: Recovering the Church’s ancient teaching core:
Paschal Faith; Developing a New Agenda; On interpreting the Signs of the Kingdom; Recap: Celebrating
the Feast and Interpreting the Signs of the Kingdom
Tape 3: Mission: transforming the world into the shape of the Kingdom; Making all things new;
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Workshop: Paschal Life – How can today’s parish breathe new life into an ailing world? The Vision
A Taste of God*
LENGTH: 120 MIN. (15 min. seg.)
SPEAKER:
Fr. Joe Kempf PUBLISHER: Liguori Publications
Exploring the Church’s most powerful resource for spiritual growth and practical living. Why do we
celebrate the Eucharist? What gifts are we promised and what demands does it make on us before we can
fully appreciate its richness? Father Joe Kempf offers a fresh look at the great treasure and challenge of
the sacrament. This excellent video, intended for small groups, encourages discussion, prayer and group
activities. Each segment is 10-15 minutes long and covers the following topics: Hunger / The Quiet
Presence of God / Called to the Gathering, The Challenge / Called to the Gathering: The Gift / A Meal for
Sinners / The Voice of God / Broken, Poured for Love / I Am Here for You / Mission / To Say “Amen”.
Father Joe uses Scriptures, ancient wisdom stories, and practical, often humourous, modern-day
examples to create a closer relationship with God and the Church. ISBN 0-7648-0021-3 VID #
12.723

A Walk Through the Mass
AUTHOR:
Bishop Donald W. Wuerl
PUBLISHER: Our Sunday Visitor
The bishop goes through the Mass step-by-step showing us what is done and explaining why it is
done. He examines the liturgical sights and sounds, altar vessels, furnishings, and vestments. This is
a simple easy-to-use video that answers questions the new or not-so-new Catholics may be asking.
ISBN 0-87973-580-5. VID # 12.724
Liturgies of the Triduum: Holy Thursday, Good Friday and Easter Vigil
PRESENTERS: varied
PUBLISHER: Liturgy Training Pub.
An excellent set of three videos on the Paschal Triduum: the Three Days which are the centre and
climax of our Christian year. Any parish group would be stimulated to love and appreciate our
Catholic tradition by watching these videos. It will open eyes and hearts to new possibilities. Three
very different parishes allowed LTP to record their celebration of the Vigil. You will hear many
parishioners share their wisdom as they keep the Triduum in fasting and anticipation of the Great
Vigil - which they will celebrate with patience, joy, loud enthusiasm and many tears. From the
children in the school and the religious education program, to the youth group, the liturgy committee and
the parish council, to adults, seniors and the homebound - this video will fuel discussion about what Holy
Thursday, Good Friday and the Easter Vigil are all about and what it all means. Three videos # 12.725 #12.727
Holy Thursday
LENGTH: 29 MIN.
Liturgies of the Triduum # 1
PUBLISHER: Liturgy Training Pub.
This video explores what we do in the first hours of the Three Days, after lent is quietly left behind.
We see and hear how the church assembles on Thursday night and processes into the Paschal
Triduum. After people have heard powerful scripture readings, taken time to wash each other’s feet,
raised a collection for the poor, celebrated Eucharist and gone singing in procession with the Blessed
Sacrament - then the Three Days are well begun. ISBN 1-56854-343-3
VID # 12.725
Good Friday
LENGTH: 26 MIN.
Liturgies of the Triduum # 2
PUBLISHER: Liturgy Training Pub.
This video explores what happens in the afternoon or evening of Good Friday. The church assembles
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in a way that it unlike any other day of the year. Kneeling or prostrate, all are silent. Then the
scriptures are proclaimed, and many prayers of intercession are changed. Finally, the holy cross is
set down in the midst of the church, and, for as long as it takes, each person comes forward to
venerate and honour the wood of the cross, all the while singing of its glory. ISBN 1-56854-344-1
VID # 12.726
Easter Vigil
LENGTH: 55 MIN.
Liturgies of the Triduum # 3
PUBLISHER: Liturgy Training Pub.
From Thursday night until sundown on Saturday, the church prays and keeps the paschal fast. Then
the church celebrates the great Easter Vigil, which is the subject of this video. “This is the night,”
the cantor proclaims, the night spent first around a blazing fire, then around a newly-lighted candle,
then with the scriptures, from which we proclaim once again the stories of our salvation. Finally, the
saints process to the front, where those who have been long preparing renounce evil, profess faith in
Christ, and enter the waters. Then they are anointed with chrism and join the rest of the joyful
assembly to celebrate the Eucharist. It is a splendid night, indeed! ISBN 1-56854-343-3
VID #
12.727
Hour of Glory: The Easter Triduum
SPEAKERS:
Margaret Bick and Bishop Meagher
A set of three videos on the Triduum produced by Vision T.V., Holy Week (April 20, 21, 22) 2000.
Margaret Bick speaks of the liturgy of the day followed by a homily on the feast by Bishop Meagher,
who is now the Archbishop of Kingston. These are excellent videos for liturgy committees to study
while preparing their own parish liturgies; as well as for shut-ins who are unable to attend the parish
church services. A set of three videos. VID # 12.728-12.730.
Tape 1: “Hour of Glory” - Holy Thursday
Tape 2: “Hour of Glory” - Good Friday
Tape 3: “Hour of Glory” - Holy Saturday
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VIDEOS ─ PREPARING FEASTS AND SEASONS
*videos have an accompanying notes or study guide. Some videos are non-professionally filmed
Making Sunday Worship Work*
LENGTH: 117 MIN.
PRESENTER: Rev. Donald Osuna
PUBLISHER: Franciscan Comm.
We all want Sunday Mass to be an inspiring and a deeply prayerful celebration. This video is designed to
help prepare for Sunday worship to do just that. The programme offers stimulating and inspiring scenes of
the ministers within the celebrating community. Each part is approximately one-half hour and can serve
for excellent discussion.
Part 1: Ministries of Welcome: artist, usher, greeter, song leader and presiding priest all explain the
importance of animating the congregation before the liturgy.
Part 2: Ministries of Music: cantor, music director and a church choir director demonstrate how
congregational and choral music play a key role in enabling the assembly to pray well together.
Part 3: Ministries of the Word: lector, deacon, homilist give attention to proclaim the scriptures with
power and conviction.
Part 4: Ministries of the Table: acolyte, deacon, presider, eucharistic minister and bread baker present
their personal experiences of these ministries. VID # 14.701
HolyWeek: The Triduum
PRESENTER: Rev. Murray Kroetsch
Non-professionally produced
Diocesan workshop held January 17, 1987. Father Murray discusses the Mystery of Lent: beginning with
an understanding of the Paschal Mystery; our baptismal incorporation into Christ, and that all liturgy
celebrates the Paschal Mystery. Then he speaks about each of the three days of Holy Week: Holy
Thursday, Good Friday and the Easter Vigil and Easter Sunday. VID # 14.702 (2 copies)
Celebrating the Seasons: Advent/Christmas
PRESENTER: various members of the Liturgical Com.
Non-professionally produced
Diocesan workshop held November 12, 1988. Some use of slides were also used. Only two of the
sessions are presented here: Environment and Creativity: presented by Sister Wanda MacDonald and
Sister Gayle Desarmia; Proclamation of the Advent/Christmas Readings by Mary Pat Byrne. Parish
Liturgy Committees will find much here to help them prepare for the Season–symbols and customs of the
season, ideas for creating banners and other aspects of the environment. Lectors will also profit from the
explanation of the connectedness of the various Sundays of the Advent/Christmas Season and a better
understanding of the various readings. VID # 14.703
Gathering the Children
Non-professionally produced
Diocesan workshop held at the Diocesan Centre on November 10, 1990. Several pastors and teams
participated in these two tapes.
Tape 1: Directory for Masses with Children, sample liturgies, planning, discussion
Sister Doherty presents the vision of the Directory for Masses with Children as it regards
Liturgies of the Word with children on Sundays. Three parish teams present casually their way of
organizing the primary, older and eldest groups who come for Junior Liturgy. Some discussion
takes place after these presentations.
VID # 14.704
Tape 2: Questions continued from morning session led by parish group, resources discussed by Sister
Mary Hamilton, a panel speaking about how they do Children’s Word Liturgy, as well
as explaining the development of Family Masses at St. Mary’s Cathedral. Some music included.
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VID # 14.705
Let’s Celebrate Holy Week*
PRESENTER: Rev. Malcolm Smith
Privately but professionally produced
In this video Father Smith explains each one of the liturgical celebrations of Holy Week. With a camera
crew, he went to five different parishes in Montreal (St. Mary’s, St. Edmond’s, St. Patrick’s, Good
Shepherd and St. Ignatius of Loyola) and recorded the different liturgies of Holy Week. On this video he
explains each celebration as it unfolds. VID # 14.706
How to Celebrate the Word with Children...and why
LENGTH: 33:30 MIN.
PRODUCER/DIRECTOR: Gerard A. Pottebaum
PUBLISHER: Treehaus Publications
This video provides a demonstration of a celebration of the Word with children, supported by a wealth of
information on the main components of a celebration, their significance, and the importance of adapting
the reading in language children understand. People who authored the Directory for Masses with
Children, or piloted the Sunday lectionary series were involved in creating this video which not only
informs, but communicates the spirit of celebrating the Word with children. VID # 14.707
Children, Liturgy and the Word*
LENGTH: 26 MIN
PRESENTER: Maria Leonard
PUBLISHER: Liturgy Training Pub..
This video presents the celebration of the Liturgy of the Word with Children. It is not meant to
demonstrate how the LWC should be celebrated but invites parishes to explore reasons why they might
choose to celebrate a separate Liturgy of the Word with Children; and how such liturgy would be adapted
to age, abilities, and capacity of children; and how to integrate the children into a single assembly.
ISBN 1-56854-218-6 VID # 14.708
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COMMENTARIES ON RITUALS AND DOCUMENTS
*videos have an accompanying notes or study guide. Some videos are non-professionally filmed.
We Shall God Up With Joy: The Entrance Rites of the Mass
LENGTH: 30 MIN
PRESENTERS: Varied
PUBLISHER: Lit. Training Pub.
Through the various ways of doing the entrance procession and greeting, we see how these rites take
people who are isolated by their individual cares and bring them and their cares to be the church.
ISBN 1-56854-048-5 VID # 11.725
The Word of the Lord*: The Liturgy of the Word of the Mass
LENGTH: 29 MIN.
PRESENTERS: Varied
PUBLISHER: Lit. Training
Publications
Christians are people of the book, the Sacred Scriptures. Every Sunday our communities gather to read
our book and to listen. In this video we see the people of Christ the King in Las Vegas on the Fourteenth
Sunday in Ordinary Time. The word of God is proclaimed with vigour, respect and understanding.
Those who read the scriptures and those who preach talk about their preparation and ministry.
Parishioners speak about what they need and hope for from the liturgy of the word, including the singing
of psalms and acclamations around the attentive listening to scripture. People reflect on the place of
Sunday scripture in their lives, how it is read at home and in places where children and adults gather for
discussion and study. ISBN 1-56854-047-7 VID # 11.726
The Roman Catholic Mass Today
LENGTH: 30 MIN.
[The Introduction to the 4-part video series on the Mass]
PUBLISHER: Lit. Training Publications
What does it look like and sound like when the parish leadership has made strong liturgical celebrations
the heart of all parish life? This video is guaranteed to get people’s attention and start some
conversations.
Here are four parishes from four very different parts of the Catholic Church in the United States. And
they know so well what to do when Sunday morning comes! From preparation in the home to the
procession and singing of the entrance. From attentive listening to God’s word to the setting of the table
and acclamations of praise in the Eucharistic prayer. From their Great Amen to their communion
procession and their busy visiting after Mass. From older children through veteran Catholics; everyone
can get a glimpse of the direction we are going with liturgical renewal. Suitable to show to parish staffs,
to general adult education groups; for retreats, for training ministers, for liturgists and catechists, for
presiders and ushers, singers and readers. ISBN 1-56854-049-3 VID # 11.728
Lay-Led Sunday Worship: Understanding Sunday Worship In the Absence of a Priest
AUTHOR:
Patrick L. Malloy
PUBLISHER: The Liturgical Press
By focussing on lay-led Sunday worship celebrated in three different parishes, the vieo explains the
structure of services as outlined in the National Council of Catholic Bishops’ Sunday Celebrations in the
Absence of a Priest and gives the reactions of parishioners, presiders and priests to this emerging form of
Catholic worship. Included in this presentation is an excellent step-by-step instruction on the Liturgy of
the Hours and how it is structured. Of interest to all Adult groups examining ways and means of leading
a faith community in prayer.
LENGTH: 33 MIN ISBN 0-8146-7904-8
VID # 11.729
PREACHING THE JUST WORD – a five video series See individual listings for description.
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PUBLISHER: Lit.Training Publications
I - Preaching the Just Word *
PRESENTER: W. Burghardt et al.
Here is excitement and enthusiasm about preaching. This montage of presentations, conversations and
interviews will expand the viewer’s vision of justice and provide practical pointers for honing and
improving preaching skills. It inspires homilists to give the assembly what it is entitled to, desires and
needs. How can our homilies both encourage and challenge our communities to live justly in a
challenging time? How can we preach about justice without using jargon and cliche? How can we
recognize and name the power of sin and injustice in the world? Where do we find the even greater
power of grace, love and reconciliation? LENGTH: 40 MIN. ISBN 1-56854-077-9
VID # 11.730
II - A Biblical View of Justice
PRESENTER: Sharkey, Sarah A. O.P
We are presented with a biblical view of justice - the right ordering of all relationships: with God, with
our brothers and sisters, and with the earth. Beginning with the scriptures and building on the Catholic
tradition of social teaching, we see how justice takes shape in daily life. VID # 11.731
III - Catholic Social Teaching
PRESENTER: Carr, John L.
With lively stories and startling examples, Carr presents the “signs of the times,” the cultural and political
world in which we live our faith. What unique response and vision can the Catholic community of faith
give? Answers come from years of experience: the practical direction for preaching and actions, dangers
to avoid. LENGTH: 100 MIN. approx. ISBN 1-56954-138-4 VID # 11.732
IV - The Liturgy that does Justice
PRESENTER: Hughes, Kathleen RSCJ
What is the connection between liturgy and justice? Does the God of justice speak only through the word
and homily or rather throughout the entire liturgy? What is the role of liturgy in the process of
conversion? Hughes traces the development of the liturgical and Catholic social action in the United
States. Because the homily is integral to the liturgy, the presenter gives a method of preparation and
reflection based on the liturgy itself. LENGTH: 90 MIN. Approx. ISBN 1-56854-138-2
VID #
11.733
V - Preparing the Homily
AUTHOR: Walter J. Burghardt, SJ
“An unprepared homilist is a pastoral peril” says Walter Burghardt. What is adequate, appropriate
preparation? How can the radical dimension of the gospel as it touches society be heard in the church?
Burghardt leads us step-by-step through both remote and proximate preparation for effective preaching.
He explores the role of scripture, theology and tradition and demonstrates how to translate these into
popular language. Biblical justice based on fidelity to God, our sisters and brothers and the earth is
contrasted with ethical justice. From the example of this master preacher we learn the role of imagination
and rhetoric in preaching. Burghardt shares with the viewer a practical, realistic approach to preparation
and gives suggestions for homilies on special occasions. LENGTH: 24 MIN. ISBN 1-56854-140-6 VID
# 11.734
Fire in the Pews *
LENGTH: 30 MIN.
PRESENTERS: Varied
PUBLISHER: Oblate Media/Com. Corp.
Focusing on a unique and diverse group, this program looks at what Black Catholics share with other U.S.
Catholics, and at those things which are unique to them. An exciting look at a group which is sure to
challenge and inspire the American Catholic Church. VID # 11.735
Eucharistic Adoration

LENGTH: 28 MIN.
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AUTHOR:
Groeschel, Rev. Benedict J., CFR
PUBLISHER: Pauline Video
Why is adoration of Jesus in the Eucharist central in Catholic devotional life? Father Benedict Groeschel
explains that the Eucharistic presence of Christ is for all of us. This inspiring program clearly presents the
Church’s teaching on the Eucharist, including the development of Eucharistic devotion from earliest
Christian times up to the present day. Encouraging both reverence and devotion, Father Groeschel urges
the viewer to discover or rediscover the joy of spending time with the Lord through Eucharistic adoration.
Ideal for both parish and personal use. ISBN 0-8198-2342-2
VID # 11.737
Gather Faithfully Together*
PUBLISHER: Lit.Training Publications
Based on the Pastoral Letter of Cardinal R. Mahoney. VID # 11.738
What Do We Do at Mass? *
LENGTH: 17 MIN.
PRESENTERS: Varied
PUBLISHER: Lit.Training Publications
A video for children that takes children seriously! The children (ages 7-13) in the video speak about their
understanding of the Mass. They speak with confidence and spontaneity, providing wonderful insights
into the Mass that will inspire not only their peers but adults too. This video is a remarkable witness to the
religious life of children. A leader’s guide packed with ideas for continuing this conversation with
children in your care is included with this video. Along with questions for discussion and a list of
resources, it includes a transcript of the children’s reflections heard on the video. It is appropriate for
Junior and Senior Kindergarten, grades 1-6; as well as review of the Mass for First Communion
Preparation, as well as the formation of Altar Servers. ISBN 1-56854-346-8
VID # 11.739
Mass In A Moment
PRESENTER: Margaret Bick
PUBLISHER: Nat.Cath. Broad.Council
Originally presented on National Television during October 2000, these short clips on the various parts of
the Mass would be excellent for beginning discussions, for study groups, liturgy committees and all
interested in deepening their understanding of the Catholic Celebration of Eucharist. VID # 11.740
A Mass in American Sign Language
AUTHOR:
Patrick Graybill & Fran Ripplinger
PUBLISHER: Nat. Cath. Office/Deaf
The Mass signed but without voice-over. Also available are lesson plans for preparing deaf children for
Holy Communion (four binders).
VID # 11.741
A History of the Mass
AUTHOR:
Rev. John H. McKenna
This excellent video traces the evolution of the Mass, showing how it was shaped and reshaped by times
and cultures, by theologies and the arts. You will see the visual record of our past and hear from
witnesses along the way, people who got engaged in the conversation about the meaning and celebration
of Sunday Mass.
Especially useful for RCIA, High School and Adult groups, liturgy committees, school and parish staffs.
VID # 11.743
Why We Go to Mass *
LENGTH: 87 MIN. (three 30 min. seg.)
AUTHOR:
Rev. J-Glenn Murray, SJ
Why do we celebrate Mass? How is the Mass relevant to our lives today? Popular liturgist J-Glenn
Murray, S.J., takes on critics who challenge that the Mass is “boring” or has little to do with daily life.
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He shows viewers the dynamic celebration that is our Catholic liturgy. In this video, Rev. Murray
energetically addresses such issues as table fellowship and ritual, then walks viewers through the order of
the Mass, explaining how each part calls for our “full, conscious, active participation” in God’s work here
on earth. ISBN 0-8294-1934-9 VID # 11.744
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